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ABSTRACT 
The reactions of ground state sulphur atoms, S(3 3P), with 
various molecular species have been examined. 	These molecules 
included halogens, aromatics, nitrogen oxides, halomethanes, ozone 
and ammonia. 	The kinetics of these reactions were compared with 
those for similar reactions involving 0(2 3P J
) atoms. 
The S(33P) atom reactions were studied using the technique 
of time-resolved atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 	The source 
of the S(33P) atoms was carbonyl sulphide. 	Photolysis of OCS in 
the U.V. yielded excited state 3( LD2 ) atoms which were subsequently 
quenched to the ground state with nitrogen. 
Reactions and energy transfer processes involving electronically 
excited iodine atoms, I(52P+), were investigated using time-resolved 
resonance fluorescence spectrophotometry. 	The reaction of I(5P) 
with ozone was examined and compared with that for the ground 
state iodine atom, 1(5 P3), and other halogen atoms. 
Quenching of I(52P) by a wide range of gases (NH 31 
 HCN, sulphur 
containing triatomics, aromatics and halocarbons) was investigated 
and emphasis was placed on systems where resonant electronic 
vibrational + rotational energy transfer is thought to be important. 
Using the FORTRAN IV computer language a number of computer 
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1..1 	Gas kinetic research on atom-molecule systems has often 
had practical applications and has contributed to the development 
of the fundamental theory of reaction dynamics. 	Accurate kinetic 
data arising from research has given a clear understanding of the 
role of atomic reactions in atmospheric, combustion and explosion 
processes. 	The rapid progress that has taken place in the 
development of gas phase discharge and chemical lasers in recent 
years has primarily been due to an understanding of the kinetics 
involved in these systems. 	These lasers in turn have provided 
tools for kinetic experiments. 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the kinetics of 
reactive and inelastic processes involving ground state sulphur 
atoms, S( 3Pj 	
and excited state iodine atoms, I(52P1) or 1*9 
with molecular species. 	The technique used to study the 
atom reactions was time-resolved atomic absorption spectrophoto-
metry which is fully discussed in chapter 2. 	For the I(52P+) 
processes the technique utilized was time-resolved resonance 
fluorescence spectrophotometry which is also described in chapter 
2 . 
The chemistry of s( 3P) atoms has not been thoroughly studied 
so the reactions of this species with various classes of molecules 
have been examined to help rectify this situation. 	Also since 
it is believed that s( 3P) atoms can be generated in the stratos-
phere by the photolysis of 0081 then it is important to study 
their reaction with important atmospheric molecules such as 0 3 and 
NO2 . 	Energy transfer from 	to molecules should also be 
-.2- 
carefully studied as processes such as these are important in 
laser chemistry. 
This chapter serves as an introduction to ground state and 
excited state chemistry. 	Some consideration will be given to 
the characteristics of the sulphur and iodine atoms and their 
reactions. 	The various techniques used to study the kinetics of 
reactions will be discussed. 
1.2 CHEMISTRY OF GROUP VI ATOMS 
This group of elements includes 0, 8, Se, Te and P0. 	The 
chemistry of these elements is very similar, however there are 
differences in reactivity of these elements towards specific 
molecules. 	The ground and excited states of these atoms can take 
part in reaction proceses such as abstraction, insertion and 
addition. 	Many of the reactions studied have been confined to 
those for the oxygen atom since both the excited and ground states 
of this atom are important in the chemistry of the atmosphere. 
Some of the reactions of the above atoms have been reviewed. 2 ' 3 
Oxygen and sulphur atoms can take part in simple reactions 
of the type 
A + BC —"AB + C 	 (1.1) 
Modern theory of bimolecular reac tionsk classifies gas phase 
reactions of this type into reactions involving an intermediate 
complex or direct reactions. 	In reactions involving an inter- 
mediate complex the primary stage of the mechanism is formation 
of a complex ABC and the second stage is breakdown of this complex 
along all possible channels. 	The direct reactions can be sub- 
divided into three groups according to the mechanism involved. 
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These are the rebound mechanism, the direct dislodgement mechanism 
and the stripping mechanism. Molecular beam studies have shown 
that these direct reactions do not involve the formation of a 
long-lived complex5 and the time of interaction between A and one 
of the atoms in BC is short in comparison with the period of 
rotation of AB or BC. 
1.3 REACTIONS OF SULPHUR ATOMS 
Figure 1.1 shows the energy level diagram for some of the 
metastable states of the sulphur atom. 	Present day kinetic studies 
have concentrated on the lowest lying electronic states, 3P2 , 3P1 , 
3P02 1D2 and S. 
	In this work only the reactions of the ground 
triplet states are considered. 
The 5( i's 0) state has been directly observed and was found to 
be less reactive and less easily quenched than the s( 1D2 ) state. 2 
The S( 1D2 ) state has also been directly observed  and rate constants 
for its quenching by inert gases have been evaluated. 	Studies 
have shown that the S( 1D2 ) state is more reactive than the ground 
state. 	For example whereas S( 1D2 ) can undergo insertion reactions 
with paraffins, s( 3P) cannot. 7 
The reactions of S( 3P) atoms with olefins such as ethylene 
and propene have been extensively studied. 8 This is considered 
to be the first observation of a stereospecific triplet state 
addition. ? 	Generally electrophilic species such as triplet 
oxygen atoms and triplet carberies add in a non.-stereospecific 
manner whereas the singlet states were found to add stereo- 
specifically. 9 	The stereochemistry of such an addition is a two 
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Figure 1.1 Energy level diagram for the sulphur atom. 
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Figure 1.2 Energy level diagram for the iodine atom. 
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a triplet diradical which then, after spin inversion to a singlet 
state, closes to a 3-membered cyclic product (thiirane). 	For the 
normal triplet species rotation about the C-C bond must occur at 
a faster rate than spin inversion and this gives non-stereospecific 
products. 	In the case of s( 3P) it is believed that in the inter- 
mediate diradical, C-C bond rotation is slowed down by the heavy 
sulphur atom and interactions between orbitals, leading to a 
stereospecific product. 
The reaction of (3) with 02  has been studied in depth. 3 ' 8 
The reactions of s( 3P) atoms with halogens, ozone and nitrogen 
dioxide have also been investigated and essentially the abstraction 
of a halogen or oxygen atom is involved. 	These will be discussed 
in detail in chapter 3. 
The most useful photolytic source of s( 3P) atoms is OCS, the 
relevant primary processes being 
	
ocs() + hv —CO( ) + S(1D) 	Ac 233 nm 	(1.2) 
—>C0() + (1) 	Cc207 urn 	(1.3) 
K X>2oo 
At least 74% of the photolyiiproceéds according to process 
(1.2). 	In the event of a large pressure of a quenching gas 
(N2 , OCS, etc.) being present the excited state sulphur atoms formed 
can undergo deactivation by collision to form s( 3P) atoms, 
s( 1D) + N2 -9 S( 3P201,0 ) + N2 	 (l.L) 
It4 = 5x 10_11  cm3 molecule s. 1° 
Donovan 11 observed that the three ground states S( 3  P, ., ,-) are 
formed in a non-Boltzmann distribution however the 3P and 3P1 
states are rapidly deactivated by collision with inert gas and OCS 
to give an equilibrium distribution. 
Ma 
Subsequently the S( 3P) atoms formed can react with a reactant 
or OCS, 
s( 3P) + ocs -* GO + 	
(1.5) 
= 3.5 x 10_i , cmmolecuies. 8 
Other possible sources of S( 3P) atoms are 502  and CS  however 
these have been found to be unsatisfactory. 
1.4 REACTION AND QUENCHING OF I(52P3) 
Figure 1.2 shows an energy level diagram for atomic iodine 
transitions of relevance in this study. 	The first excited state 
I(5p5 ( 2P3)) or 1*  is 7603 cm above the ground state I(5p5(2P&).. 
Husain and Donovan 
12 have shown that the excited state iodine atom 
is more reactive towards halogens and interhalogens than the ground 
state atom. 
The excited halogen atom can take part in dissociative, 
abstraction and insertion reactions and a number of physical 
processes are available for removal of the electronic excitation 
energy) 3 	For example emission processes or energy transfer. 
* 
Quenching of the electronic excitation of the .I atom via 
electronic —vibration + rotation CE —VP) energy transfer is an 
important process 
1* + Q ._> I + Qt + .AE 
	
(1.6) 
where Qt indicates vibrational and rotational excitation of the 
quenching molecule and AE is the energy mismatch. 	This process 
can be resonant or non-resonant. 	In the resonant case the energy 
transfer is believed to occur via specific and near resonant 
channels and results in selective vibrational excitation of the 
-7- 
quenching molecule. 	This process is of particular importance in 
energy transfer lasers. 	In non-resonant transfer a range of 
vibrational levels are excited. 	The energy mismatch is channeled 
into translational energy of the products. 
The reactions and inelastic processes of I(5 2P3) have been 
thoroughly studied and extensive reviews are avai1able. 2212 ' 14 
Polyatomic halides such as CH3I, CF3I and i-C3 F71 are good 
sources of 1* atoms since population inversions of I(52P) over 
I(52P3) have been observed following their photolysis. 	The 
perfluoro-alkyl halide, i-C3 F71 was exclusively used as the source 
of I in this study and proved to be excellent. 
1.5 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Reactive and inelastic processes of gas-phase atom-molecule 
systems can be studied using bulk or beam methods. 5 
Bulk methods are concerned with the overall kinetics of a 
reaction and fairly high pressures of reagents are used to 
maximize the absorption or fluorescence signal to be detected. 
Fluorescence can be due to electronic or vibrational transitions. 
Some commonly used bulk methods will be described, followed 
by some beam methods. 
Flash Photolysis and Kinetic Spectroscopy 
This important technique was devised by Norrish and Porter. 
Reaction in a gas mixture is induced by photolysis of one of the 
components to produce atoms or free radicals. 	The reaction 
products are monitored by kinetic absorption spectroscopy, i.e. a 
beam of light from a spectroflash lamp passes along the reaction 
vessel and is focused onto a slit of a spectrograph. 	Hence an 
absorption spectrum of the reaction products can be recorded on 
a photographic plate. 	By varying the delay between photolysis 
and triggering of the spectroflash lamp a picture can be built up 
which shows the unstable intermediates and the rise of the final 
products. 	Product vibrational distributions can be obtained 
using this method. 
The time-resolved resonance absorption spectrophotometric 
technique used in this study to measure the bulk rate constants 
for the reactions of s( 3P) atoms evolved from Norrish and Porters' 
apparatus. 	The apparatus is described in chapter 2. 	Basically, 
the OCS in a gas mixture was photolyzed to produce S( 1D) atbms 
which were rapidly quenched by nitrogen to produce s(3P) atoms. 
The s( 3P) atom concentration was monitored by absorption of a 
resonance line from an atomic lamp. 	This was either the 182.63, 
182.04 or 180.73 nm line (see figure 1.1 for transitions). 
However with this technique it is only possible to speculate on 
the type of mechanism occuring from the kinetics observed. 
The absorption technique can be used in conjunction with a 
stationary or flow system. 
Time-Resolved Resonance Fluorescence Spectroscopy 	- 
This technique was used to determine the I(52P) reaction and 
quenching rate constants, and the apparatus is described in chapter 
2. 	The I(52P3) atoms, produced by photolysis of i-C3F71, were 
monitored by exciting them to a higher level using the resonance 
line (206.2 nm) from an atomic lamp, and observing the fluorescence 
(178.3 nm) resulting from the transit-ion from this state to the 
ground state. 	This technique is based on the observation that the 
fluorescence intensity is proportional to the concentration of 
the excited iodine atoms. 
The technique has also been used in conjunction with stationary 
and discharge flow systems for the study of s(3P) atom reactions. 
Chemiluminescent Flow 
In this technique reactants are mixed in a Last flow apparatus 
and the chemiluminescence resulting from the reaction products is 
observed at a point close to the mixing zone. 	Measurement of infra- 
red luminescence arising from vibrationally excited molecules can 
therefore be undertaken. 	Ultra-violet emissions have also been 
observed in reactions of metastable rare gas atoms 16 
Xe(3P2 ) + Cl 2 	' XeC1 + Cl  
XeC1 	Xe ( LS) + C].( 22) + hv  
Chemical Lasers 
The reaction to be studied is initiated by flash photolysis 
and a vibrationally excited product is formed. For example, the 
reaction 
F + H 2 	>HFt+H 	 . 	(1.9) 
I.P. Fluorescence 
The reaction cell can be incorporated into a laser cavity where the 
infra-red chemiluminescence is amplified and appears as laser action 
on a few lines. 	Methods have been developed to determine the 
relative vibrational populations. 
The main disadvantages of the bulk methods are that there is 
often uncertainty about the reactions involved, competing reactions 
may be present and significant vibrational and rotational relaxation 
of the products often occurs. 
Beam Methods 
Beam methods require a high vacuum as single collision conditions 
-10- 
are required. 	Some of the techniques are described. 
Angular Scattering Measurements 
The crossed beam method can yield information on the energy 
disposal and provide an angular distribution of the scattered 
products of a reaction. 	The shape of the angular distribution 
can provide a great deal of information on the dynamics of a 
reaction. 	For example in the reaction 
K + 	1(1 + I 	 (1.10) 
the KI product is scattered predominantly in the forward direction 
(stripping mode behaviour). 5 Preferential scattering such as this 
indicates that the reaction is over before any number of rotational 
periods can take place. 	This is a direct reaction mechanism. 
In the situation where a complex is formed, that has a lifetime of 
a number of rotational periods, scattering of the reaction product 
would tend towards a backward-forward symmetric configuration. 
Collimated beams of atoms, ions or molecules are usually 
crossed at 9Q0  and a mass spectrometer detects the products. 	This 
can be rotated at various angles with respect to the beam system 
and thus the angular distribution of the various scattered species 
can be measured. 	The velocity distribution of the products can 
be measured. 	Translational energies of reactants can be varied 
by using accelerated beams. 	Beams of high intensity with high 
collision energies can be obtained by seeding the atoms or molecules 
in a diluent gas such as helium and employing high pressures behind 
the nozzle. 	This is useful for studying endothermic reactions. 
Arrested Relaxation (A.R.) Infra-red Chemiluminescence 
In this technique, infra-red chemiluminescence from a vibration-
ally excited reaction product is monitored. 	For example the 
-11-j 
reaction 
H + Cl2 	
HC]i + Cl  
I.R. Chemiluminescence 
Gas-phase vibrational and rotational relaxations are arrested by 
the rapid removal of the excited products at a liquid nitrogen 
cooled surface. 	Intersecting beams in the reaction chamber are 
uncollimated. 	The beams are usually produced by microwave discharge 
or thermal dissociation, hence the translational energy of the 
reagents can be varied. The rotational and vibrational populations 
can be calculated from the infra-red spectra obtained using a 
spectrometer. 	Complete energy partitioning is obtained using 
this technique. 
U.V. / Visible Chemiluminescence 
This technique monitors the electronic emission spectrum of 
electronically excited reaction products. 	The atomic and molecular 
beams are normally oven or nozzle source and a crossed beam 
configuration is used. 	The emission spectrum can be analyzed to 
yield the relative populations of the different excited states and 
the populations within them. 	Also the angular distribution of 
emission can be measured and provides information concerning 
translational excitation of the products. 	Reactants can also be 
excited prior to reaction by a laser or by electron bombardment. 
For example the reaction 
) + F2 	'- XF + F 	 (1.12) Xe( 3P0,2 
U.V. Chemiluminescence 
Laser Induced Fluorescence (L.I.F.) 
In a crossed beam set-up a tunable laser can be directed at 
-12- 
the reaction zone and scanned across the electronic absorption 
	
spectrum of a product molecule. 	Molecules in the ground state 
will thus be excited to upper state levels and will subsequently 
fluoresce.: The monitored fluorescence can be related to the 
populations of the molecules in specific rotational and vibrational 
levels in the ground state, since the electronic spectrum has 
resolvable vibrational and rotational bands. An example of a 
reaction studied by this technique is 




BaF (ground state) 
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 CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter the techniques used to study the kinetics 
of ground state sulphur and excited state iodine atoms are 
described. 	Time-resolved absorption photometry was used 
to study the reactions of sulphur atoms, while the more sensitive 
technique of time-resolved resonance fluorescence was used to 
study iodine atoms. 
2.2 TIME-RESOLVED RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE 
Atomic fluorescence is a result of the emission of light 
associated with the return of an atom from an excited electronic 
state to a lower state or to the ground state. The longest 
wavelength capable of exciting this type of emission is called 
the resonance line and therefore the resulting emission is known 
as resonance fluorescence. 	When relatively intense sources of 
atomic emission became available then their combination with the 
conventional flash photolysis technique led to the technique of 
atomic resonance fluorescence which could be utilized to study 
elementary gas-phase atom-molecule reactions. 	The principles 
on which this technique are based have been described in chapter 1. 
At the onset of the work a relatively simple apparatus was 
used 1 ' 2 which naturally evolved to a more sophisticated system 
as the work progressed. 	The main features of the modified 
apparatus are shown in figure 2.1, and the various components 
are described individually in the following pages. 
TU 
R qC 
to gas line 
A 
PS Power supply for photomultiplier 
X Xe-pulsed flash lamp 
XC Control box- for flash lamp 
0 	oscilloscope 
CR Chart recorder 
SA Signal averager 
TR Transient recorder 
P 	Phototnultiplier 
TU Collimating tube 
S 	Shutter and filter 
U 
000 
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RU Reaction cell 	 X 	Li L2 
A Atomic lamp  
M Microwave generator I 
LI Lens (r = 10 cm) 
L2 Lens (r = 9 cm) 	r 







13 Cm_ 	9cm—tj 
Figure 2.1 	Modified apparatus for time-resolved resonance fluorescence. 
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Flash Lamp 
In the early stages of experimental work a conventional 
quartz capillary type flash lamp (i.d. 2 mm) was used which 
2 was filled with research grade krypton to a pressure of 500 Nm.
Much research has been done on the principles, characteristics 
and design of flash lamps. 3 The maximum flash energy emitted 
from the lamp is determined by the formula 
E=3CV2 	 (2.1) 
where E = energy (Joules) 
C = capacitance (farads) 
V = voltage M. 
The circuit for firing the spectroflash lamp has previously 
been described. 	With a l..SpF capacitor charged to 8 kV, 
typical flash energies were 48 J. 
The modifications to the original apparatus involved the, use 
of axe-pulsed flash lamp (Oriel Scientific Ltd. 9 3021 pulsed light 
source) which has several advantages over the conventional quartz 
capillary flash lamp 
The output peaks in the UV region (200 - kOC am) 
It is a compact light source which is more easily focused 
Higher flash repetition rates makes signal averaging of a 
number of signals possible 
(1+) Less electrical noise 
(5) It is more reproducible from flash to flash. 
The output radiation consists of a continuum overlapped with 
emission lines from the Xenon and is shown in figure 2.2. 	The 
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Figure 2.2 Xe-pulsed flash lamp characteristics. 
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Power supply and half wave rectifier. 
control box. } 
Low voltage bridge 	circuit, trigger and pulse generator. 
Pulse transformer, distribution network, storage capacitors and tiring generator. 
01 Unijunction transistor 2N2646 C8 Oip F 1250V wk R3,RS 1M.n. 
Q2 Opto-coupler P5305-759 FYSOS 	Light source socket P6 33 knlI2W 
03 Silicon controfled rectifier C1060 & trigger transformer P7,R8, 
01,D2 1000V phi rectifier 1N4007 SW1 Push/Push switch R9,R11 	lOOft 
03-06 bOy 	 944001 SW2 Toggle D.R0T. 
RIO lOkn 
07 1N914 diode VR1 	lMnpot panel mounting P12 470n 2W 
08-010 diode 915408 VRZ lokapot on circuit brd. P13 1Mn1I2W 
Ci-C3 15,tiF 450V 	Electrolytic PLA 	McMurdo M ultipin 
P14 270kn1/2W 
£4 iOOpF 	SOy SKA PiE 1ka1/2W 
CS ipFPolycarbonata TXI Transformer 
£6 0-22pF 800V special mixed dielectric R1,R16 	68A14W wire wound 
high pulse current 	cap. R2 	33 kn BW 
C7 2 pF BOOV 	 a P4 1Ma lwcarbon 
Figure 2.3 Xe-pulsed flash lamp electronic circuits. 
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which also contains a storage capacitor and firing circuit (see 
figure 2.3). 	The control unit is remote from the head unit and 
contains a 500 V power supply, trigger oscillator and connection 
for external triggering. 	The pulse rate can be adjusted from 
single shot to 4+0 pulses per second, and either high (0.25 J) or 
low (0.03 J) energy can be chosen; the output characteristics of 
these alternatives are shown in figure 2.2. 	In this study the 
low energy output was sufficient to produce photolysis of the 
i-C3 F71. 
Figure 2.1 shows the optics used to focus light pulses to the 
centre of the cell and consists of the Xe-pulsed flash lamp, a lens 
of focal length 10 cm (75 mm diam.) to gather the emitted light and 
an iris diaphragm adjusted to give an even circular distribution 
of light which falls on another lens of focal length 9 cm (4+0 mm 
diam.) to focus the light to the centre of the cell. 	A piece of 
black card with a 10 mm diameter hole was placed in front of the 
window. 	The purpose of this was to give an even distribution of 
light falling on the cell window. The apparatus was mounted on 
an optical bench and was carefully aligned. 	Black cloth was 
placed over the optics to prevent any scattered light reaching the 
photomultiplier. 
Reaction Cell 
This is used to contain the reactants. 	In a previous study 
of resonance fluorescence from excited iodine atoms a glass reaction 
cell had been used but gave too much scattered light, however a 
robust metal cell which could be easily dismantled was used for 
all the excited iodine atom work in this study. 	Figure 2.1+ shows 
- 
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details of the cell, plates and various attachments with dimensions 
(designed by H.M. Gillespie). 	The body of the cell was constructed 
from a 6 cm cube of aluminium alloy, through which three k cm 
diameter holes had been drilled to form a roughly spherical 
reaction volume. 	Inserts were also machined on the cell walls into 
which 5 cm diameter Viton 0-ring seals could be inserted. 	To seal 
off the reaction cell and gain access to it, six aluminium plates 
of 6 cm diameter were constructed with holes drilled in the centre. 
To these plates either Wood's horns or specific windows had been 
connected using Araldite epoxy resin as adhesive. . These plates 
can be screwed on to the sides of the cell body using four brass 
screws with a lightly greased Viton 0-ring seal in between. 	By 
this means a good vacuum was obtained in the cel]i(.c1 , O_2 Nnr2 ),t 
The cell was designed such that diffusion of excited atoms 
to the cell walls and hence deactivation would be kept to a 
minimum. 	Experiments carried out with another cell showed that 
the level of scattered light increased dramatically when flat plates 
with metallic surfaces were used instead of Wood's horns, particularly 
if the plate was on the side facing the entrance window of the 
flash. 	So Wood's horns were used on three sides to keep scattered 
light to a minimum. 	The outside of the Wood's horns were painted 
black. 
Atomic Resonance Lamp 
Two types of emission lamp were used, sealed lamps and 
flow lamps. 
The sealed lamp consisted of a26 cm lengthof quartz tubing 
(10 mm o.d.) bent to form an L-shape, with a spectrosil window 
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fused on at one end, the other end being sealed. 	This lamp 
contained a few small crystals of pure iodine (the tube was 
evacuated and the iodine degassed before it was sealed). 
A continuous microwave discharge was excited in the lamp by 
using a 25 mm X 50 mm cylindrical Evenson-Broida cavity coupled 
to a microwave generator (Microton 200, M.P.G. Mark 3, Electro-
Medical Supplies). 	In operation the microwave generator was 
maintained at 60 W, i.e. 30010 of maximum output of the generator. 
The cavity was tuned to give a visible discharge of about 6 cm 
in length. 	The distance of the centre of the reaction cell to 
the discharge zone was 18 cm. 	The discharge was initiated by 
means of a Tesla coil. 	To prevent ozone formation in the 
proximity of the atomic lamp, the lamp was surrounded by a pyrex 
glass sleeve, the lamp being cooled by a continuous flow of air. 
This type of lamp gave a clean intense output consisting of a 
number of lines corresponding to specific atomic transitions. 
Figure 2.5 shows the. construction of the flow lamp. 	The 
design is similar to that used by Davis and Braun. 5 An iodine 
flow lamp has also been described by Harteck et al. 6 
The lamp consists of a 24 / 29 quickfit cone fused to a 
length of pyrex tubing (12 mm o.d.) and has two 10 mm o.d. inlet 
and outlet tubes. 	The socket end of the lamp allows a convenient 
method of connecting the lamp to a reaction cell or monochromator. 
The apparatus necessary for operation of the lamp is shown in 
figure 2.6. 	The lamp was pumped from the outlet side with a rot- 
ary pump, with a liquid nitrogen cold trap in between to prevent 
pump oil from diffusing back into the lamp and coating the window. 
The liquid nitrogen trap could be isolated from the line by closing 
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Figure 2.6 Apparatus for operation of iodine flow lamp. 
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a stopcock. 	The gas pressure was monitored at the outlet side 
of the lamp by using a manometer containing silicone oil. The 
inlet side of the lamp was connected with polyethylene tubing to 
a reservoir containing a few crystals of iodine. 	Flexible tubing 
from this vessel connected it to a needle valve and finally to a 
2 litre bulb containing argon. 	To operate the lamp, the line was 
first evacuated, the iodine crystals being kept cold by means of 
liquid nitrogen. Then a flow of argon was allowed to pass 
through the lamp carrying the iodine vapour with it. The gas 
flow was adjusted to a pressure of 133 Nf2 for best results, 
with the iodine at room temperature. This flow lamp gave a very 
intense atomic emission, however the window of the lamp rapidly 
became coated with iodine deposits so that the window had to be 
cleaned regularly. 	The sealed lamp thus proved to be superior, 
mainly because of its simplicity and ease of use. 
Since the fluorescence is induced by the 206.2 nm line from 
the iodine lamp then ideally this is the only line that should reach 
the cell. 	The configuration of the lamp ensures that atomic lines 
of wavelengths shorter than 206.2 rim are absorbed by the oxygen 
in the air gap between the lamp and the cell. However an 
interference filter with maximum transmission at "205 nm was 
placed between the lamp and cell. 	This reduced the level of 
scattered light from the lamp and also helped to reduce photolysis 
of the i-C3F71 by the lamp. 	A shutter was also placed in front 
of the filter which helped reduce iodide photolysis further 
since the shutter was only opened for a brief period while the 
experiment was carried out. 	The phenomenon of self-reversal 
is important in atomic lamps of the above design and is outlined 
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in Appendix III. 
Photodetection Unit 
This consisted of an E.M.I. type EXP5241, eleven stage solar 
blind photomultiplier housed in a brass casing for protection and 
to minimize interference; the casing was earthed. 	Between the 
photomultiplier and the cell was a collimating tube of length kO mm 
and 60 mm i.d. 	The tube was painted black inside and just fitted 
loosely around the circular plate on the face of the resonance 
cell. 	It was necessary to flush the photomultiplier housing with 
a flow of nitrogen, as oxygen in the tube would absorb the 178.3 nm 
fluorescence line. 	The nitrogen flow was turned on a half-hour 
before commencing experiments. 	The cathode of the photomultiplier 
was held at a voltage of -870 V using a Brandenburg Model 475R 
power supply. 
The signal from the photomultiplier was fed to a Datalab 
DL9 05 transient recorder and could be viewed on an oscilloscope 
coupled to the transient recorder. 	The output from the transient 
recorder was interfaced to an X-Y chart recorder so that permanent 
records of the signal could be obtained. 	A certain proportion 
of the transient recorder memory can be chosen to record signals 
preceding the firing Of the flash lamp, so that a base line is 
obtained. 	In this work sweep times of 5 - 50 ms were used. 
Signal Averager 
In the apparatus which used a repetively pulsed flash lamp 
a Datalab DL4000 signal averager was interfaced with the transient 
recorder and a specific number of traces could be averaged giving 
a high signal-to-noise ratio. 	With this system excellent 1* 
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fluorescence decay traces were obtained by using the low intensity 
output of the pulsed light source and taking an average of 64 - 
128 signals. 
General Experimental Method 
The preparation of the i-C3F71 plus quencher/reactant in 
diluent gas was carried out by the following method. 	Using a 
spiral gauge for all pressure measurements, 213 Nm 2 of i-C3 F7 1 
was put into four bulbs. 	Into three of the bulbs a specific 
quantity of quencher/reactant was measured: this quencher/reactant 
in most cases was diluted with helium according to its efficiency. 
To the alkyl iodide plus quencher/reactant mixture a diluent gas 
(helium) was added to make the total pressure 6.65 kNm 2 . 	The 
fourth bulb contained only C 
3 
 F 7 
1 plus helium and this gave the 
signal for the decay of I when no quencher except helium was 
present. 	All mixtures were left for not less than 2 hours to 
ensure thorough mixing by diffusion. 
About 30 minutes before the start of an experiment a contin-
uous flow of nitrogen was flushed through the photomultiplier 
housing and all the apparatus was made ready. 	Approximately 
10 minutes before starting a kinetic experiment the atomic 
resonance lamp was switched on and allowed to stabilize. 
The experiments were then carried out as follows. 	First 
the flash profile was recorded with the cell empty. 	Then the 
/ 
required pressure of mixture was measured into the cell (2.9 - 
3.3 kNnf 2 ). 	The shutter between the atomic lamp and cell was 
locked open and then in the case of the conventional quartz 
capillary flash lamp the capacitor was charged up to 8 kV 
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and the lamp triggered by means of a trigger unit connected to a 
thyratron. 	A decay trace was observed on the CR0 and this was 
then transferred to the X-Y chart recorder. 	In the case of the 
Xe-pulsed flash lamp and signal averager, the required number of 
sweeps was chosen on the signal averager and the flash lamp 
switched on. 	After the specified number of sweeps had been 
reached the stored sighal could be transferred to chart paper for 
processing. 
2.3 TIME-RESOLVED RESONANCE ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRY 
The second experimental technique used was time-resolved 
resonance absorption spectrophotometry. 	This was employed to 
measure the rate constants for S(33P) reactions. 	A diagram of 
the apparatus is shown in figure 2.7. 	The apparatus was 
constructed by M.C. Addison. 	A more detailed description of the 
apparatus follows. 
Reaction Vessel 
This consisted of a cylindrical tube of vitreosil grade quartz 
of length 50 cm and 22 mm o.d. 	The reaction vessel was construc- 
ted of this material to limit photolysis to wavelengths of greater 
than 200 nm. 	One end of the cell had a LiF window attached by 
means of epoxy resin and this end was joined to the monochromator. 
The other end of the cell had the flow lamp attached to it. 
Flash Lamp 
The flash lamp used in the system was a conventional linear 
flash lamp -50  cm in length and 14 mm o.d., constructed of quartz 
with mild steel electrodes at either end. 	A high vacuum tap at 
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one end allowed filling of the lamp with r500 N.
m7 of krypton: 
this would give several hundred flashes before it needed refilling,. 
The flash lamp was mounted parallel to the reaction vessel, the 
distance between centres being '-'30 mm. 	Aluminium foil was 
wrapped around the flash lamp and reaction vessel to obtain the 
maximum amount of light from the flash lamp. 	During an. experi- 
ment flash energies of 320,180 or 80 J were obtained by using a 
plunger to discharge a lOAF capacitor charged to 8, 6 or Lj. 1W 
respectively, by means of a.high voltage power supply (Hipotronics 
Model 820-20). 
Atomic Resonance Lamp 
The atomic  lamp used to obtain sulphur resonance lines was 
the same type as that described for the iodine flow lamp. 	The 
apparatus for operation of the flow lamp is shown in figure 2.8. 
In operation it was only necessary to let H22 into the system 
occasionally as the inside of the lamp became coated with sulphur 
and this was sufficient to provide intense enough emission of the 
required sulphur lines. . The pressure of helium in the line was 
held at 300 - 400 Nm' 2 and this could be altered to give maximum 
emission. 	Keeping a low concentration of sulphur atoms in the 
atomic lamp kept self-reversal of the atomic line to a minimum. 
A microwave discharge was obtained in the lamp by. means of an 
Evenson-Broida cavity fed by an E.M.I. microwave power generator 
(Type T.lOOl). 	The output from the microwave generator was "50 'II 
and the cavity was tuned to give minimum reflected power. 	The 
cavity was cooled by means of a compressed air supply. 	Figure 2.9 
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Figure 2.9 Output from sulphur flow lamp. 
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gives the assignments. 	For most of the S( 3P) experiments the 
182.63 urn line was used. 	The lines were isolated using  Huger 
and Watts Vacuum MonochromatOr (Model E766). 	This was evacuated 
to a pressure of ralO Nm 2  by using a rotary pump and oil diffusion 
PUMP- 	Pressures in the line and body of monochromator were 
monitored by means of a pirani gauge and penning (ionization) 
gauge. 	Slit widths were kept constant at 0.153 mm. 	A shutter 
between the monochromator and reaction vessel was only opened when 
carrying out an. experiment. 
Light Detection System 
Light from the monochromator was detected by means of a 
photomultiplier housed in a brass casing and coupled to the 
monochromator. The photomultiplier was an E.M.I. 9616 QB, 
employing a thirteen dynode chain. 	A photomultiplier power supply 
(Brandenburg Model 475R) held the cathode at -1000 V. 	The signal 
from the photomultiplier was fed to a Datalab DL905 transient 
recorder, set to sweep times of 5 - 50 ms. 	The transient recorder 
was coupled to an oscilloscope for visual display of the absorption 
signals and also to an X-Y chart recorder. 
General Experimental Method 
All gas mixtures were prepared on a gas line and pressures 
were accurately measured using two Baratron heads coupled to an 
MKS Instruments Baratron digital readout (pressure ranges:- 0 - 
1.33 kNm 2 and 0 - atmospheric pressure). 	A mixture was made up 
as follows. 	Into the mixing vessel 133 Ni{ 2 of 0CS was measured 
then a specific quantity of reactant was added: this reactant in 
most cases was diluted with nitrogen according to its efficiency 
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as a reactant with SOP ). The total pressure in the mixing vessel 
was then made up to 7.98 kNm using nitrogen as a diluent. This 
mixture was then thoroughly mixed for about lj minutes using a 
paddle mixer powered by an electric motor. 
The experiments were carried out in the following manner. 
First the signal with the shutter at the monochromator closed was 
recorded using the X-Y chart recorder. 	The 1.33 kNm 2 of the 
mixture was measured into the reaction vessel. 	The shutter of the 
monochromator was then opened, the capacitor charged up to 6 or 8 
kV and discharged by means of a plunger. 	The (3) absorption 
signal was observed on the GPO and transferred to the X-Y chart 
recorder. 	Mixtures were made up containing various partial pressures 
of a specific reactant and a set of absorption traces were thus 
obtained which were processed as described in the next section. 
2.4 DATA PROCESSING 
Time-resolved Resonance Fluorescence Spectrosco 
Figure 2.10 shows an I(52P) fluorescence decay signal 
obtained by photolyzing 93.1 Nm 2 of i-C3F71 using a quartz 
capillary flash lamp with a flash energy of 49 J. 	The profile of 
the curve shows the variation of fluorescence intensity with time. 
In comparison figure 2.11 is an I(52P+) fluorescence decay obtained 
by photolyzing the same pressure of i-C 3F7I using a Xe-pulsed flash 
lamp (0.03 J). 	The signal is an average of 128 flashes and clearly 
has a much better signal-to-noise ratio. 
Since molecular iodine is formed in the photolysis of i-C 3F7 1 
it was necessary to carry out experiments to determine the 
variation of the first order rate coefficient (i.e. the rate of 
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light source. 	Figure 2.12 shows the variation of the first order 
rate coefficient according to the number of flashes used for 
photolysis. 	This graph indicates that the i-C 3F71 can be 
photolyzed a considerable number of times without serious deterio- 
ration. 	Figure 2.13 compares the results obtained by using a 
quartz capillary flash lamp with those obtained from the use of a 
Xe-pulsed flash lamp. 	Clearly deterioration of the first order 
rate coefficient is much more rapid when the quartz capillary flash 
lamp is used. 
To obtain the first order rate, coefficient from the signal 
in figure 2.11 the following procedure was carried out. 	A base 
line was drawn on the trace using the pre-trigger delay signal as 
a guide. 	A smooth curve was drawn through the decay part of the 
trace. 	Taking the point at which the flash occurs as t = 0, the 
curve was divided into 1 or 0.5 cm sections. 	Each of these was 
equivalent to a specific time interval depending on the full sweep 
time of the signal. 	At each interval the distance from the base 
line to the curve was measured in mm. 	Normally measurements were 
started at a point equivalent to"-'E ma from t = 0 and 10 - 20 
measurements were taken. 	So these values gave a measure of the 
fluorescence intensity at known times after the flash. 	The 
natural logarithm of these intensity values were taken and plotted 
against their corresponding time value. 	The gradient of this 
plot gave the first order rate coefficient. 	Data was usually 
processed using a computer program incorporating a least mean 
square technique. 
This procedure was carried out for various pressures of 
reactant/quencher and a set of first order rate coefficients was 
obtained. 	These first order rate coefficients were plotted 
2 C 3 F7 1 
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against their corresponding partial pressure of reactant/quencher 
and the gradient of the plot was equivalent to the second order 
rate constant. 	This is a measure of the rate of reaction or 
quenching of I* with a specific molecule. 
Two computer programs were written to process the data (see 
Appendix II). 	LGRAPH and LGR calculate the second order rate 
constant using the least mean square technique and give graphical 
output. 	LGR also draws the error bars on the plot whereas LGPAPH 
incorporates automatic scaling of the points to fit a 25 cm. X 12.5 
cm plot. 	Plots obtained using these programs are illustrated in 
chapter +. 
Now considering the kinetics of the system 
I *+ R —+ Products 	 (2.2) 
This process is second order but the kinetics can be treated as 
pseudo-first order because of the following conditions. 	The 
fluorecence intensity is proportional to the concentration of 
excited iodine atoms. 	The concentration of the reactant or 
* 	 * 
quencher is greatly in excess over I , so that the I atom concen- 
tration changes with time yet [P] remains constant. 
The differential rate equation is 
-dl f / dt o< _d[I*] / dt = k[I '] 	 (2.3) 
where k is a pseudo-first order rate coefficient containing a 
number of terms 
k = kq [Q] +,a + Anm +,OAnm 	 (2.1+) 
kq = second order rate constant for quenching/reaction 
of I by Q 
p = rate coefficient for diffusion of I out of the 
reaction zone 
A nm = Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission 
/ nm = a term for decay by stimulated emission of 
radiation. 
kq is the rate constant of interest in expression (2.4) and all 
the other terms can be minimized or kept constant. 	For example 
* 
diffusion of I atoms out of the reaction zone was kept constant 
by keeping the total pressure in the reaction cell constant for 
each experiment. 	Also the pressure was kept above a certain 
minimum value which has been determined, 1 since the rate of 
1nverseiy 
dif fusion: ithXroportional to the pressure. 	Diffusion of atoms in 
an inert gas in a cylindrical reaction vessel of radius r and 
length L has been discussed 7 and the diffusion equation derived 
for diffusion to the walls was 
EI*J t = EI*]t=o exp(-,,gt). 	. 	 (2.5) 
where /3 = D (It2 / L2 + 5.81 / r2 ) 	 (2.6) 
D = diffusion coefficient at a given pressure. 
Expression (2.3) can be integrated  to give 
_ln[I4Ijt = kt + constant 	 (2.7) 
Evaluating the integration constant from initial conditions of 
at t = o gives 
ln[It 	= -itt + 
	
(2.8) 
where ln[I]t  is equal to the concentration of excited atoms at 
time t after the flash which occurs at t = 0. 	So a plot of the 
logarithm of concentration versus time yields a straight line of 
gradient (-it). 	Equation (2.8) may be rearranged to give equation 
(2.9) which clearly emphasizes that the decay of [i] is exponential 
* 	* 	-itt LIl t = [i lt0 e 	 (2.9) 
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Time-resolved Resonance Absorption Spectrosco 
A typical absorption signal for s(3P) is shown in figure 
2.14. 	This was obtained by photolyzing 22.17 Nzn of OCS in 
nitrogen. 	The total pressure was 1.33 lcRm 2 and the flash energy 
320 J. 	The trace shows the absorption of the 182.63 line emission 
from the atomic lamp by the (31) atoms present in the cell. - 
The pre-trigger delay mode of the transient recorder was used 
and this gave a base line on the trace from which measurements 
were taken. 10 in figure 2.14 is the intensity of the atomic 
lamp emission in the absence of absorption. 	The absorption trace 
was divided into a number of 1 cm sections each representing an 
increment of time. 	The point at which the flash occured is t = 	0. 
After drawing a smooth curve through the decay part of the trace, 
intensity values I were measured for each increment of time by 
taking the distance from the curve to the 1 = 0 line. 	This line 
represents the signal when the emission from the atomic lamp was 
attenuated by closing the shutter- on the monochromator. 	A plot 
of ln. ln(1 0 / 	versus time gave a gradient equal to the first 
order rate coefficient. 	By varying the partial pressure of the 
reactant a set of first order rate coefficients was obtained. 
These were plotted against their corresponding pressure of reactant 
and a second order rate constant was obtained from the gradient of 
the plot. 	However this was not the true rate constant and had 
to be corrected using a ' correction factor which is discussed 
below. 
The Beer-Lambert law describes the rate at which quanta of 
light are absorbed in a system. 	If the light emitted by the atomic 
S-lamp passes through a reaction vessel (length L) containing 
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10, then the intensity of light transmitted Iith given by 
ln(1 0 / 	= ExCL 	 (2.10) 
where Ex = extinction coefficient which determines 
how strongly the substance absorbs at 
wavelength A. 
However depending on the experimental set-up this Beer-Lambert 
relationship has to be modified to the form 9 
ln(1 0 / 	= £ ( cL) 1 	 (2.11) 
' is a correction factor called the Beer-Lambert exponent which 
must be determined. 	This modification is linked to the phenomenon 
of self-reversal of line emissions. 	The relationship between the 
absorption and the atomic concentration is very complex. 	However 
if the concentration of the absorbing atoms is kept within a 
certain range the relationship is linear and X can be determined. 
Experiments were carried out with various concentrations of 008 
-2 
diluted with nitrogen to a total pressure 1.33 kNm . 	By 
extrapolating the plot of in ln(1 0 / 	versus time back to t = 0 
an intercept on the y-axis was obtained. 	By plotting the interc- 
ept values against their correspondinglfl(OCS pressure) values a 
straight line was obtained of gradient 3 . 	For the 182.63 urn 
line ) = 0.67 ± 0.09 and for the 182.04 urn line ' = 0.74 ± 0.1. 
From the kinetics previously described the form of expression 
(2.9) for the absorption technique is 
/ 
ln(1 0 / I) = ln(10 /It=Oe 
	
(2.12) 
Therefore from expression (2.11) 
= E(Lc0)1 
e t 	 (2.13) 
where k 1 = experimentally determined first order rate 
coefficient. 
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Gancelling  out the E and L the following equation is obtained 
Ct = ctO exp(-ltt / 
So the measured rate coefficient k'must be divided by W to obtain 
the correct value k. 	In practice the correction factor 	was 
applied to the experimentally measured second order rate constant 
to give the true value. 
-43- 
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CHAPTER  3 
REACTIONS OF ATOMIC SULPHUR, s( 3 ) 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with reactions of ground state sulphur 
atoms, s( 3P), and presents rate constant values for a range of 
reactant molecules. 	As stated in chapter 1, the ground triplet 
state for sulphur atoms has three components, 3P2 , 3P1 and 3 P0 . 
However, since the energy span for these components is only 6.7 
kJmole, one might expect that it would be very difficult to 
discriminate between their individual reactivities, although 
differences may occur. 	So in this study the ground state has 
been considered )  for simplicity, as a degenerate state. Only in 
one case was any attempt made to discriminate between the reacti-
vities of different states of s( 3P) and details are to be found 
in the section dealing with the 3P i + C1  reaction. 
Although the reaction of s( 3P) with olefins has been 
extensively studied there is still very little known about the 
reaction of ground state atomic sulphur with other categories of 
molecular species. 	In this study the molecules chosen have been 
segregated into six groups, namely halogens, aromatics, nitrogen 
oxides, halocarbons, ozone and ammonia. 	 - 
Some of the rate constants for these reactions have previously 
been measured by other techniques and will be discussed in the 
relevant section. 
3.2 THE REACTIONS OF s( 3P) + HALOGENS 
Recently dyne and Townsend 1 have measured the rate constants 
for the reaction of s( 3P) with C12 , Br  and F2 using the atomic 
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resonance fluorescence technique in conjunction with a discharge 
flow system. 	The Cl2 and Br  reactions have been repeated in 
this section and the 12 reaction rate constant has been determined 
for the first time. 
Experiments and Results 
The technique used to measure the rate constant for these 
reactions was kinetic absorption spectrophotometry (described in 
chapter 2). 	After some preliminary experiments it was found that 
difficulties were encountered in the determination of these rate 
constants due to adsorption and reaction of the halogens on the 
walls of the reaction vessel, mixer and mixture bulbs. To counter-
act this effect a relatively high pressure of the halogen was put 
into the line for a number of hours and then pumped for several 
hours to remove any excess halogen. 	So any hydrocarbon present 
on the glassware walls reacted with the halogen preventing any 
further removal during the experiments. 	After this treatment it 
was found that more consistent results were obtained. 	Also it 
was found that the conventional diffusion method of making up 
reaction mixtures was unsatisfactory. 	Two alternative methods 
were used to prepare the halogen/nitrogen mixtures:- 
Hot spot method: the required pressures were put into a bulb 
and the bulb heated directly underneath by means of a hot air 
blower for 5 minutes. 	Hence a convection current was created 
which- mixed the gases. 
Mixer method: the halogen and nitrogen was thoroughly mixed 
for 5 minutes using a paddle mixer rotated by an electric motor. 
This mixer method proved to give the best results. 
The total pressure of mixture used in the reaction vessel was 
- 46- 
1.33 kNrn 2 and consisted of 22 Nn -2 of OCS, a partial pressure of 
halogen as noted in the table and nitrogen as diluent gas. Two 
traces at each specific partial pressure of halogen were recorded 
and processed using the method described in chapter 2, to give the 
first order rate coefficients. 	A critical evaluation of the errors 
.in. the rate coefficients was carried out by displacing the estimated 
base line by : 2 or + 3 mm depending on the extent of noise on the 
trace. 	Therefore the upper and lower limits of the coefficients 
could be determined and these were used for location of error barà 
on the plots. 
Plots of the first order rate coefficients against partial 
pressure of Br2 , C12 and 12  are given in figure 3.1. 	The 
gradients obtained from these plots are not the true second order 
rate constants and must be modified by applying the l-factor for 
the modified Beer-Lambert relationship (see chapter 2). 	For the 
182.63 urn. sulphur line, t = 0.67 ± 0.09. 	This corresponds to the 
S(3P 0 ) state. 	For the 1.82.04 nmsulphur line, 	= 0.74±. 0.1 and 
this corresponds to the S( 3P1 ) state. 
It can be seen from figure 3.1 that at the lowest partial 
pressures of halogen the first order rate coefficients do not fit 
a straight line as well as the other points. 	This is probably 
due to two effects, photolysis of the halogen and adsorption onto 
the walls of the glassware. 
The results obtained are shown in table 3.1. 	The rate const- 
ants shown in this table were determined at a temperature of 296 K 
and the rnonochromator was set on the 182.63 nm line. 
To determine whether there was any difference in the reactivity 
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Figure 3.2 Energy profile along reaction path for an exo-
ergic reaction. 
EM 
chromator was also set on the 132.04 nm line. 	For the s( 3P1 ) + 
C12 the gradient was (1.89 ± 0.14) x lO 	cm3molecules 1 which 
gave a rate constant at 320 J flash energy of 
kci 	= (2.6 ± 0.4) x 10- 11 cm3molecule1s1 . 
2 
Table 3.1 second order rate constants for the S( 3P3 ) + Halogen 
reactions. 
Halogen Partial Gradient 	Pate Constant Flash 
Pressures (Nm 2 ) (cmmolecule 1 ) Energy (J) 
Br  0.024 - 0.109 (4.8 ± 0.3) (7.2 ± 0.6) 320 
x 10 11  x 10
-11  
(4.9 + 0.4) (7.4 + 0.7) 180 
-11 xlO 
-11 xlo 
Cl2 0.055 - 0.275 (1.7 ± 0.1) (2.5 ± 0.4) 320 
10_11  x 10- 11 
(1.7 ± 0.1) (2.5 ± 0.4) 180 
10- 11 x lO 
12 0.044 - 0.225 (2.9 ± 0.2) (4.3 ± 0.4) 180 
x 10- 11 
II 
Discussion 
The overall reaction for s( 3P) with halogens is halogen atom 
abstraction, 
SOP ) t x2tx 1 ; + ) 	-* sx(x2TT) + x( 2P 1 ) 	 ( 3.1) 
(X2 = Br 2)  Cl2  or 12) 
- 49-  
Molecular bean experiments have demonstrated that the oxygen 
atom reactions equivalent to (3.1) proceed via a 'sticky' collision 
complex  which persists for many vibrational periods and at least 
-12 
a few rotational periods, or typically —5 x 10 	seconds. 	In 
these systems the intermediate complex is considered to be a bound 
molecular species which correlates with. the ground state--- - 
reactants and products. 	Figure 3.2 shows the energy profile along 
the reaction- path for an exo-ergic reaction proceeding via a long- 
lived complex. 	This is for the general case and shows a barrier, 
leading from reactants to the complex. 	A barrier may also 
exist between the complex and the products. 
Crossed beam experiments 3 on the reaction 
COP) + Br2 —+ BrO +Br iH 98 = -'+1 kJmole (3.2) 
k2 = ( l.k +0.2) x 10 cm3molecules 	at 298 K k 
have shown that it proceeds via a persistent collision complex, 
with a large reaction cross-section and no activation energy. 	The 
velocity distribution of the product .BrO was measured at various 
scattering angles and the properties of the distribution were 
characteristic of a persistent complex (i.e. forward-backward 
symmetry). 	The known stable molecule, Br 20, seemed the obvious 
choice for the complex but this is unlikely since it does not 
correlate with the reactants. 	Br20 has a symmetric bent structure 
and in analogy to molecules of the form AB  should have a singlet 
ground state. 5 	From the selection rules  determining the multi- 
plicity of the complex arising from the reactants a triplet 
intermediate is required, 
Singlet + Triplet_* Triplet —.*Doublet + Doublet 	(3.3) 
An asymmetric 0-Br 7Br structure has therefore been suggested for 
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the complex and this may well have a triplet ground state. 3 This 
structure is also consistent with the electronegativity ordering 
rule which predicts that the preferred geometry of an XYZ complex 
has the least electronegative atom in the middle. 	An examination 
of the electronegativity values 7 for 0 and Br clearly shows that 
Br should be central for the most stable configuration of the 
complex. 
If the symmetric Br20 was involved as the intermediate complex 
then a transition from the initial triplet surface would be 
required. 
Having examined the 0 + Br  reaction it is now possible to 
consider the S( 3P) + Br  reaction. 	By analogy with the 0 + Br  
system it may proceed via a complex with the structure S-Br-Br 
which is expected to have a triplet ground state however this 
configuration is expected to be less stable than the alternative 
complex Br-S-Br according to the electronegativity rules. 	If 
this latter structure is the intermediate then a triplet-singlet 
transition. would be required on the potential surface as the ground 
state is expected to be singlet. 	Molecular beam experiments 
involving S atoms and Br 2 would be required to determine the form 
of the potential. 
The value obtained for k for Br  in this study is less than 
that obtained by dyne and Townsend 2 1 i.e. k = ( 9.5 + 1.?) x 10 
cmmolecules. 	In their determination however they experienced 
difficulty due to significant removal of Br  by the impurity species 
0( 3P) and so(x3 ) from the dissociation of SO (their 5( 3 P) 
source). 	Also it was possible that S( 3P) was being removed by 
BrO formed in the reaction of o( 3P) with Br 2' 	So dyne et al 
-51- 
had three fast reactions competing with the S( 3P) + Br  reaction 
+ Bra —Br + 02 	 (3.4) 
k  = (5.0 ± 2.5) x 10 -11 cm3moiecuie1s 
+ BrO -* SO + Br 	 (3.5) 
k5 < 5.0 x 10_
11  cmmoiecuie 3 s' 
and reaction (3.2). 
The determination of Ic1 therefore had to be carried out by 
computer modelling, with these competing reactions being taken 
into consideration. 	It is believed that the absolute value 
measured by atomic absorption spectroscopy is likely to be more 
accurate since no competing reactions are present. 
Applying collision theory to the reaction, the gas kinetic 
collision frequency  is 
= nAnB 6A + 63 Y [31TRT (MA + M3 ) / MAMB1 1 	 (3.6) 
where n and nB are the number of molecules per unit 
volume of A and B, 
MA and  MB  are the molecular weights, 
and 6B are the collision diameters, 
(à = 0.208 nm and 6  B = 0.36 nm). 
At 296 K for s( 3P) + Br 21 ZAB 3 x 10 	cm3molecules 1 . 
So this gave a collision efficiency of 0.25 (c.f. dyne et al value 
of 0.3) where collision efficiency = k / ZAB. 	A high efficiency 
for a simple reaction such as this suggests that k  is very nearly 
independent of temperature for Br 2- 
The mechanism of the S( 3P) + C1  reaction should be similar 
to that for S( 3P) + Br  
) + Cl2— 3d + Cl M1 98 0 kJmole 	(3.7) S( 3P  
BiISTRYU 
t, 79' G 
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The analogous 0( 3P) reaction4 
+ C12-'-4 dO + Cl 	 (3.8) 
Ic8 = (4.8 + 0.5) x 10 	cm3molecules 1 
has been studied using a neon seeded 0 atom beam 9 and was shown to 
proceed via a short-lived collision complex (i.e. predominantly 
forward scattering of the ClO product). 	In matrix isolation 
studies 10 the molecule 0-Cl-Cl has been found and has a bent confi-
guration with a weak Cl-Cl bond. 
Both the Cl( 2P3 ) and C1( 2Pj ) states are known to be formed in 
reaction (3.8). 	However rapid spin orbit relaxation by collision 
occurs producing equilibrium concentrations. 	The equilibrium 
concentration of Cl( 2P) is given by 
[Cl(2P3 	




At 300 K the equilibrium concentration of Cl(2P+)  is 0.8% that of 
Cl (2P+ ). 
Niki and Weinstock" found that in C12-rich systems the over- 
all rate constant for 	(3.8) and the secondary reaction 
6( 3P) 	+ ClO -> 02 + Cl (3.10) 
is twice that for systems containing less Cl. indicating that 
reaction (3.10) is faster than (3.8)with an estimate of Ic 10 > io 
cm3molecules. 
Nearly all of the 02 produced in (3.10) is vibrationally 
excited 12 and accounts for over 50% of the heat of formation. 
This supports the generalization of McGrath and Norrish 
13  that in 
exothermic reactions of this type most of the.energy could be 
accumulated in the newly formed bond. 
From these findings on the 0( 3P) reaction with Cl 2 it is 
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possible to draw some conclusions concerning the s( 3P) reaction. 
Figure 3.3 shows a correlation diagram for the S( 3P) + C1  react- 
ion. 
Clyne et a11  obtained a rate constant for (3.7) of about half 
that obtained in. this study i.e. Ic 7 = ( in ± 0.1) x 10- 11 cm3 
moleculè8 1 at 298 K. 	In this case they had no problems with 
impurity species as they react very slowly with C1 2 . 	An Arrhenius 
expression for 	(3.7) was also obtained by Clyne et al, with a pre- 
exponential factor A = (2.8 ± 0.1) x 10_lJ cm3mol ecul e 
l s i and an 
activation energy of (2.4 ± 0.5) kJmo1e. 	A is close to 3 x 10 
cmmolecules 1  which is the value predicted hY 'Transition-State 
Theory' 14  for a non-linear S-Cl-C1 complex. Ground state C1( 2P1) 
atoms were also observed by monitoring their resonance fluorescence. 
The rate constants for the reaction of S( 3P0 ) and a( 3P1 ) with 
C1  
show an insignificant difference indicating that the three 
spin orbit states are in equilibrium on the time scale of the 
experiment. 
The reaction mechanism for S( 3P) with 12  is believed to he 
similar to that proposed for Br 2 and Cl2 , 
s(3P) + I2+ S  + I 	 (3.11) 
In the analogous reaction. 
COP ) + 12*I0 + I 
	
(3.12) 
angular and velocity distribution, measurements of 10 reactive 
scattering15  suggested a long-lived triplet 0-I-I complex which 
has a lifetime estimated from 
-t = V 	 [t0 / (E 0t - Ex3 	
(3.13) 
where E = X-X bond energy in the C-X-X complex, 
































Figure 3.3 correlation diagram for s( 3P) 
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Figure 3.4 Potential surfaces for s(3P3) 
+ 12 reaction. 
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Etot = total energy (trans.+ vib., etc). 
For E 	D0 (12 ) = 148 kJmo1e and Et0t = 75 kJmole thent 30 
vibrational periods for 0-I-I. 	The activation energy for (3.12) 
was about zero. 
In figure 3.4 it is seen that the reactants 0(3P) + 12 approach 
on a triplet surface. 	The lowest potential energy surface however 
corresponds to a bound singlet bent symmetrical structure 1-0-I. 
The diagram illustrates a crossing of a triplet surface with a 
singlet surface and this is the point where a triplet-singlet 
transition can occur. 	Exit from the complex to products involves 
a transition state and this is expected to have a tight linear 
configuration I... 1-0 correlating with the geometry of the X-X-0 
type complex. 
It is believed that the potential surfaces represented in 
figure 3.4 will be similar for s(3P) + I. 	Also by Walsh's 
electronegativity ordering rule an S-I-I configuration for the 
complex is possible since the electronegativity value of S is equal 
to that for I. 
Trends in Group Chemistry 
It is useful to look at the trends of reactivity within group 
VI. 	Table 3.2 shows the rate constants for reaction of ground 
state group vi atoms with halogens. 	In group VI the order of 
reactivity with halogen molecules is 
[s(3P 	> 
Also for S( 3P) the order of reactivities is 
[mr21 > > 	> [F2] 
-56- 
and for 0(3P) it is 
r21 > [C 12]> 
Table 3.2 Pate constants for reactions of group VI ground state 
atoms with halogens. 
Atom o( 3P) 
Molecule AH98 (kJmoie) k(cm3molecule 1 s 1 ) Reference 
F2 -61 c1.0 x 10 1
4 16 
<3.3 x 10_15 17 




BrC1 -16 2.1 x 10- 11 4 
Br  -41 	. 1.4 x 10- 11 4 
S 
12 2.9 x 10 3 1 F2 
Cl2 . 1.1 x 10_il 1 




7.4 x 10- 11 This work 
12 - .3 x io This work 
There may also be a trend in the geometry of the complex in 
the s( 3P) + Halogen reaction. 	McDonald et al 18 believed that in 
the H + X2  reaction the geometry of the complex changes according 
to the halogen. 	H-Cl-Cl is roughly collinear, H-Br-Br is moderately 
bent whereas H-I-I is strongly bent. 	This trend is due to the 
- 
decrease in relative electronegativity of the central atom (Cl = 3.0, 
Br = 2.8, I 	= 2.5). It is possible that this may be occuring in 
the S-X-X complex. As the central atom changes from Cl to Br to 
I, the preferred geometry may indeed change from a slightly bent to 
a strongly bent configuration. 
3.3 THE REACTIONS OF s( 3P) + AROMATICS 
This is the first work carried out on the rate of reaction of 
S( 3P) with aromatics and is essentially confined to the simpler 
aromatic molecules, benzene, toluene, aniline, benzaldehyde and 
C 6F6 . 	However the rate and mechanism of reactions of these 
compounds with 0( 3P) have been extensively studied and provide an 
interesting comparison. 
Experiments and Results 
The rate constants for these reactions were measured, using 
the technique of atomic absorption spectroscopy (see chapter 2). 
The aromatics were diluted with nitrogen and allowed to mix by 
diffusion for at least two hours. 	The monochromator was set on 
the 182.63 nm line. 	Figure 3.5 shows a plot of first order rate 
coefficients versus partial pressure of the aromatic. The 	-factor 
was 0.6? + 0.09. Table 3.3 shows the results obtained at 295 K. 
C 6F6 strongly absorbed the atomic resonance line and determination 
of the rate constant therefore proved to be difficult. The value 
obtained should therefore be considered as approximate. 
Discussion 
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Table 3,3 second order rate constants for the 5( 3P)+Aromatics 
reactions. 
Aromatic Partial Gradient 	Pate Constant Flash 
Pressures (Nm 2 ) (cmmolecules) Energy (J) 
C6E 6 0.226 - 1.303 (2.2 + 0.2) (3.3 	L 0.3) 320 
l0_12 x 10- 12 
C6H5 CIH3 . 0.133 - 0.505 (6.6 	•- 	0.2) (9.9 ± 0.5) 320 
lO2 x12 
C5F6 1.796 - 14.018 (0.9 ± 0.1) c(1.3 + 0.3) 320 
10 3 x 10_13 
(0.9 	+ 	0.1) c(1.3 ± 0.3) 180 
io 1'3 
C 6H5NH2 0.443 - 1.109 (5.5 ± 0.3) (8.2 	+ 	0.8) 320 
lO_12 
C 6H5CHO 0.028 - 0.180 (2.8 + 0.2) (3.4 	-F 	o.i) 320 
10- 11 x 10_11 
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s( 3P) + 
The addition of o( 3 ) and s( 5P) atoms to C=C bonds has been 
widely studied. 	While in o( 3F) studies this has included olefins 
and aromaticsj9 for s( 3P) work this has been confined to olefins. 20 
In an attempt to speculate on the s( 3P) + C 6 H 6  mechanism this study 
has drawn from the analogous 0(3P) + C 6 H  6  reaction. 	Two modes of 
attack of 0( 3P) on C 6 H  6 
have been considered 21 :- 
Abstraction of an H. atom which leads to a hydroxyl and a 
phenyl radical. 	This howevet is thought to be unfavourable. 
Addition of the 0( 3P) atom to the aromatic nucleus to produce 
a biradical, followed by rearrangement to form phenolic products 
or ring cleavage to form highly reactive conjugated oxygenates 
which readily undergo further reactions to form p1ymers. 	Carbon 
monoxide was also detected as a product. 	The following mechanism 
has been suggested, 	
9 polymers 
H 




• 	k1 = 1.5 - 5.98 x 10-14 cm3mo1ecules 	at 298 K. 22 
The 0( 3P) atoms behave as distinctly electrophilic reagents in their 
reaction with aromatics and the electrophilic characteristics have 
•  
been well studied. 23  
A crossed molecular beam study of the 0( 3P) + C 6 H 6 
 reaction 24 
monitored the reaction products with a mass spectrometer and 
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detected a polymeric hydrocarbon (probably based on HCECCH=CHCFI 3 ) 
with CO, and C 6 H  6 
0 (probably phenol). 	The polymer and CO were 
formed in their ground state and are believed to be the products 
of the decomposition, of a vibrationally excited phenol adduct. 
However the ground state of a phenol intermediate is a singlet and 
this does not correlate with the reactants (i.e. triplet + singlet). 
According to spin conservation rules these should give a triplet 
intermediate, so it is likely. that a triplet-singlet transition 
occurs sometime during the course of the reaction. 	This can be 
explained by curve crossing and is determined by the lifetime of 
the reaction complex and the accessibility of the crossing region. 
So the transition has been considered to be between the lowest 
triplet state and the ground state of phenol. 
Assuming that the above mechanism may well apply to the s( 3P) 
+ C 
6 H  6 
 reaction, a semi-quantitative electronic state correlation. 
diagram was constructed (see figure 3.6). 	The electrophilic S( 3P) 
adds to the double bond of the benzene ring and an addition complex 
is formd which becomes partially stabilized as a compound analogous 
to phenol, or ring cleavage may occur leading to polymer formation. 
S(3P) + © ( 1Alg) 
H 
SR 
CS + polymers C 	
a 






After the formation of the thiol the reaction pathway is uncertain 
and product analysis would be required. 	C 5 
 H 6 and CS may be formed 
as indicated in figure 3.6, however any CS formed will take part 
in further reactions. 
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s( 3P) +C 6H5CH3 
It is expected that the 	+ C 6H5CH3 reaction will follow 
a reaction path similar to that for C 6H6 . 	 - 
The 0( 3 ) + C 6H5CH3 reaction has been studied in depth and it 
is necessary to draw conclusions concerning the s( 3P) reaction 
from this. 
Gaffrey et a125 thoroughly studied the 0( 
3P)with toluene 
reaction and using gas chromatography identified the reaction 
products as phenol, o-cresol, m-cresol, p-cresol, CO and tar. 	In 
addition small amounts of CH  and C 2 H 6  were found. 	
The latter two 
products suggest the presence of CH  radicals which can abstract 
a H atom to form CH  or recombine to form C 211-6 . 	The major initial 
reaction is addition of an electrophilic 0( 3P) atom to the aromatic 
ring, predominantly at the ortho position, followed by isomerizatiom 
of the phenol compounds. 	Ring cleavage or contraction may 
occur to form a number of highly reactive compounds that can form 
polymers. 	Since phenol is also a major product of the reaction, 
it is expected that it is formed by addition of the 0( 3P) to the 
1 position followed by an intermolecular methyl migration and then 
H atom abstraction by the phenoxyl radical. 
0. 
0( 3P) + 	 ___ 	 + CH 	 (3.16) 
H atom abstraction 
OH 	from toluene 
+ CH 
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The rate constants measured for the 
Q(3) + toluene reaction were 
in the range k toluene = 5.68 - 23.2 x lo - cmolecu1es1 
22 
at room S temperature. 	The O( 3P) reaction is much slower than the 
SOP) reaction. 
So the reaction mechanism possible for the S( 3P) reaction is 
(3pi ©• L 
9113 	?113 	I 
	a (3.17) c 3.  SH 
1, 
POLYMERS (thiol) 
The electrophilic S( 3P)atom adds to the ring primarily at the 
ortho position, although other sites of addition are possible but 
account for minor products. 	This is followed by isomerization of 
the thiolic intermediate. 	Ring cleavage or contraction may occur 
to form a variety of olefinic species. 	The thiols26 are well 
known compounds and have been extensively studied. 	In thiols the 
S-H(C-5) bond energy is less than that of the corresponding 
0-H(C-O) bond so free-radical H atom abstraction from S-H is 
much. easier than in 0-11. 	A product analysis study however would& 
required to determine if the proposed mechanism is correct. 
SOP ) + 
It has been shown that with fluorobenzene 27 the 0( 3P) atom 
can add to the position of the F group with subsequent migration 
of the F atom. 	However this minor reaction has been found to be 
very slow in comparison to addition to the other sites of the 
benzene ring. 




FI 	F 	 F 	S. 
+ 	F' 	 (3.18) 
F " çF 	 F 
As expected the rate constant measured has shown this to be a slow 
reaction in comparison to that for benzene and toluene. 
Trends of Reactivity in s( 3P) + Aromatic Reactions 
The S(3P) + toluene reaction has been observed to be faster 
than that for benzene and it therefore would be of interest to 
determine the rate constants for s( 3P) reactions with other 
substituted benzenes and their isomers. 
This study has already been carried out for 0( 3P) and shows 
some interesting results that may help to predict the outcome of 
a similar S( 3P) study. 	Grovenstein et a127 studied the reactions 
of o(i') with thirteen aromatic compounds and found that in most 
cases phenolic products accounted for 95% of the volatile products 
and also varying amounts of tar was formed. 	However one important 
feature of their work was the calculation of partial rate factors 
relative to benzene (i.e. calculated from relative reactivities 
and product distribution determined by vapour phase chromatography 28 
for the formation of phenols from the various aromatics. 	Table 3.4 
shows the molecules and the partial rate factors associated with 
the possible sites of 0( 
3P) addition. 	Addition to benzene has 
been given the value 1.00 and the other values determine the react-
ivity of the different sites in the other molecules relative to 
this value. 	Some conclusions can be drawn from this table 
the ortho positions are more reactive than the para, 
increasing the number of methyl groups on the benzene ring 
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F 	 6 6C H 
0.08 	 0,03 
0-87 	 0 ,24 	 32 
1•1 	 . 
 
0•53 	 14 
Table 3.4 Partial rate factors for formation of phenols 
with 0( 3P), temperature 303 K. 
(The chemical symbols were constructed using 
a computer program.). 
The electron donating character of the C=C bond is enhanced by 
increased methyl substitution and this enhancement thus makes the 
bond more susceptible to attack by the electrophilic 0( 3P). 	So 
steric hinderance has no role to play in these reactions. 	0(3P) 
is evidently a reagent of low steric requirements. 	However this 
may not be the case for the more massive sulphur atom. 
These trends were also shown in a further study 19  of the reac-
tions of o( 3P) with methylated aromatics. 	Table 3.5 shows the 
relative overall rate constants for these and also the S( 3P) 
reactions studied. 
Table 3.5 	Relative rate constants for reactions of aromatics 
with 0( 3P) and SOP). 
Aromatic 
Molecule 	 . 
Relative rate constant 
o(3P) 19 
This s(3P) work 
Benzene 1.00 1.00 
Toluene 3.1 	-i- 	0.6 3.00 
1,2 - Dimethylbenzene 7.3 ± 1.2 
1,3 - Dimethylbenzene 14.7 ± 2.5 
1,1+ - Dimethylbenzene 7.6 ± 1.3 not 
1,2,3 - Trimethylbenzene 48 + 8 available 
1,2,4 - Trimethylbenzene 42 ± 7 
123,5 - Trimethylbenzene 117 + 22 
It is believed that the analogous (3) reactions will show 
the same trends since the benzene and toluene reactions seem to 
suggest this. 	However further work is required to confirm this. 
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S( 3P) + C6H5NH2 
To understand the mechanism of this reaction it is useful to 
examine similar reactions. 	The rate constant for the OOP i + 
aniline reaction 29  has been determined as 
k 
aniline = 2.4 x 10 3 cm3mo1ecules At room temperature. 
This is more than an order of magnitude slower than the S( 3P) reac-
tion. 
Atkinson and Pitts30 have suggested the likely reaction path-
way for 0( 3P) with the amines CH3NH2 and C2H5NH2 . 	These are 
H atom abstraction from the C-H bonds. 
H atom abstraction from the N-H bond and this is considered 
to be a minor reaction.. 
Formation of an addition adduct which can undergo collisional 
stabilization or decomposition. 	The latter has the following 
mechanism 
0( 3P) + CH3NH2 —+ [CH 3m12o] 	[CH 3NHOH] ' 	 (3.19) 
[CH3NBOH] + M -* CH3NHOH + M 	 (3.20) 
[CH3NHOHI 	fragmentation products 	 (3.21) 
So with this background some pathways can be suggested for the 
SOP) + aniline reaction. 
Cn%,cvn 	T 
This is a reaction pathway similar to that for toluene, in 
which the amine group has enhanced the nucleophilic character of 
the C=C bond, making it more susceptible to attack by the electro-
philic 3(3w),  particularly at the ortho position. 
Scheme II 	. 	. 







Abstraction of a. H atom by the sulphur atom aftQer which further 
reaction is possible. 
In the similar OH + aniline reaction 
C 6H5NH2 + OH -' C 6H5NH + H2 O (3.23) 
the resulting radical has an N-H linkage. However this radical 
undergoes resonance stabilization, 31 
Q_Nn. 	 NH 	 (3.24) 
so that the radical is stabilized towards further H atom. abstraction. 
* 	 * 
NH S 	 NHS H 
L14j 
11311 





This reaction proceeds via an addition adduct which rapidly 
isomerizes to a more stable form that can subsequently be collis-
ionally stabilized or decompose. 
It is necessary to have a study of the products of reaction 
to determine the importance of each of these schemes. 
+ CGH,CHO 
It is useful to study the reactions of aldehydes as they are 
important species in atmospheric. pollution and combustion chemistry. 
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The rate constant for the O( 3P) + C 6H5CHO reaction has been 
determined at room temperature as 
kbenzaldehyde = 4.8 x 10_ 13  cm3molecule1s1, 29 
and is —2 orders of magnitude slower than the S( 3P) reaction. 
The reaction of o( 3P) + formaldehyde has been studied using 
a flow system attached to a mass spectrometer 32 and the products 
detected were CO2 , 112, H20 and CO. 	The rate constant was 
determined as 1.5 x 10_ 13  cm3molecules at 300 K. and the 
following primary step was postulated 
o( 3P) + CH2O - OH + CHO 	 (3.28) 
i.e. abstraction of an H atom by the 0( 3P). 
The reaction of another aldehyde, acetaldehyde, with O( 3P) 
has also been examined33 and the main products were (CH  3 CO) 2 , H2 0 
and CH3COCH3 . 	The major step was considered to be 
0(3p J + CHCHO - CH3 CO + OH 	 (3.29) 
The aldehyde of interest in this study, benzaldehyde has been 
considered as a free radical scavenger34 because of its easily 
extractable H atom. 	For example consider the reaction of OH and 
benzaldehyde, 
.011 + C 6H5CHO -* 1120 + C 6H5CO. 	 (3.30) 
This occurs by a simple abstraction of the H atom from the 
aldehydic group. 
So all the evidence from the 0 chemistry suggests that th? 
analogous S reaction proceeds by a simple primary step of H atom 
abstraction 
+ 	 ~ 	 SH 	(3.31) 
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These radicals can take part in further reactions 
	So possible 






C 6H5CO. COC6H5 
(3.32) 
.(3.33) 
Only a study of the products by analysis will confirm if this 
proposed mechanism is correct. 
3.4 THE REACTIONS OF s( 3P) + NITROGEN OXIDES 
Using the technique of atomic absorption spectrophotometry 
(described in chapter 2), the reaction rate constants for s( 3P) 
with nitrogen dioxide and nitrous oxide were determined. It is 
useful to examine these reactions as nitrogen oxides and sulphur 
containing compounds are important species in the atmosphere. 
Experiments and Results 
The NO  was prepared as described in Appendix I. - NO  was 
diluted with nitrogen before use; this being carried out in a mixer. 
The resulting mixture was transferred to a storage bulb and used 
immediately. 	With the monochromator set at 182.63 nm and a 
temperature of 295 K the results obtained are shown in table 3.6 
and ±igure 3.7. 	The -factor = 0.6? ± 0.09. 	An SO J flash energy 
was used to keep photolysis of NO  to a minimum. 




















0•0665 	 0133 
0 PRESSURE NO 2  (Nm 1 ) 
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Table 3.6 Second order rate constants for the s( 3P) + Nitrogen 
Oxide reactions. 
Nitrogen Partial Gradient 	Rate Constant Flash 
Oxide Pressures (Nm 2 ) (cmo1ecuie 1s) Energy (J) 
NO2 0.058 - 0.134 (2.5 ± 0.1) (3.8 + 0.6) 80 
x io_ll x 10 1 
N 2  0 22.6 - 1103.9 
- <1 x lO 320 
The N 2 
 0 rate constant is an approximate since additions of 
these pressures of N 2 
 0 appeared to make no difference to the rate 
of decay of the S( 3P) atoms. 
Discussion 
The primary reaction in the s( 3P) with NO  system is 
SOP ) + NO2 -, SO + NO AH 98 '= -215 kJmo1e 	(3.34) 
Clyne and Townsend1 using an atomic resonance fluorescence --
discharge flow system determined Ic34 as 
k 3 = ( 6.24 ± 1.37) x 10_11  ciri3moiecule 1 s 
at room temperature and this is "1.6 times faster than that measured 
in this study. However the presence of appreciable concentrations 
of impurity species ([o3pJ ci.? x 1013 atoms cni3 and [so]9.o 
1011  molecules cm- -3) meant that competing reactions were occuring 
in their system 
o(3p ) + NO - NO + O.. àE298= -192 kJmo1e 	(3.35) 
 21 2 
-ii. 	3 - 	-1 -1 35 
k3 = 0.93 x 10 	cm molecule •s 
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so + NO2 —* NO + 502  AH°= -246 kJmole 	 (3.36) 
k36 = 1.39 x 10_
11  cmmo1ecules. 36 
So their value for k34 was. determined using computer modelling, 
taking these competing reactions into consideration. 
Clyne et a137  also determined the Arrhenius expression for 
reaction (3.34) within the 296 410 K temperature range 
k34 = (4.9 + 1.0) x 10- 11 exp(+(84 + 60) / T) cm3molecules 
and concluded that the reaction was virtually independent of 
temperature within this rang'e. 	The value of the rate constant at 
298 K, i.e. k34 = 6.5 x 10_
11  cm3 molecule s, agreed well with 
their previous result. 
Although it is believed that a direct measurement of k34 is 
likely to be more accurate than that arising, from a system contain-
ing impurity species and competing reactions it is essential to 
look for any source of error in the evaluation using the absorption 
spectrophotometry technique. 
N 2  0 4 	2NO2 
and the 3-body recombination 
The dimerization equilibrium 
(3.37) 
NO  + NO  + M -4 N 2  0 4 + M 	
(M = N 2 ) 
	
(3.38) 
It38 = 4 x 	.cth6 molecule - 2s 1 at 298 K 38 
should be considered as they may effect the NO  concentration. 
Bemand et a135 using a value Keq = 1+38 atm at 300 K determined the 
factor by which the NO  concentration should be corrected to account 
for the presence of N204 . This factor varied between 1.05 and 
1.15. Applying this factor to the concentrations of NO 	used in 
this study made very little difference to the rate constant (i.e. 
the value is within the experimental error given). 
It is useful to consider reaction (3.35) as this may give 
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further information concerning the S( 3P) reaction. 	Measurements 
of the rate constants for (3.35) within the temperature range 
298 - 1055 K indicated a small negative temperature dependence 35 
of the form k35 at. T ° ' 5 . 	From the general principles of Transition 
State Theory39 this reaction is predicted to proceed via a non- 
linear complex. 	Basco and Norrish 40  have shown that the ground 
state 02  molecule formed can have up to 11 quanta of vibrational 
energy, the energy of the 11th vibrational level being equal to the 
exothermicity of the reaction. 
A model proposed by Simons accounts for the ready production 
of 02 in the 0 + NO  reaction. 	In this model 
A + BCD --AB + CD (3.39) 
he visualized that atom A approaches B with such a velocity that 
when A comes to rest, the internuclear distance of A-B is very 
short compared with the equilibrium distance, so that on separation 
the molecule AB is vibrationally 'hot'. 	However some conditions 
must be adhered to in order for the model to be viable:- 
the B-C bond is weak relative, to A-B so that dissociation of 
of the ABCD complex occurs easily, 
little of the impact of A and B is transmitted to the C-D bond, 
there must be an attractive force between A and B to overcome 
the normal repulsion of non-interacting particles. 
Applying this model to the S( 3P) + NO  system it is believed 
that most of the exothermicity will be channeled into vibrational 
excitation of the newly formed SO molecule. 	To determine the 
extent of vibrational excitation, the energy of a number of 
vibrational levels was calculated using a simple computer program, 
VIB1 (see Appendix II). 	The program utilizes the expression for 
allowed vibrational levels for an anharmonic oscillator.42 
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Table 3.7 shows some results from the program. 
Table 3.7 Vibrational energy of SO. 
Vibrational Energy above v = 0 % of Exothermicity 
cm kJmole quantumm number 
V = 18 18140 217.3 100 
17 17236 206.4 96 
16 15391 195.5 91 
13 13498 161.6 75 
so(x3f) 	We = 1123.7 cm W eX e = 6.116 cm-1 . 43 
As can be seen from the table, SO can be excited up to, v = 18 if 
all of the heat of formation goes into vibrational excitation. 
The SO formed can take place in further reaction and it has been 
observed that the reactivity of a species is enhanced when vibrat-
ionally excited. 
s( 3 ) + N2Q 
Two bimolecular reactions have been considered for the S( 3P) 
+ N 2 0 system, 
) + N20 - SO + N2 AH 93 =.-354.6 kJmole 	(3.40 ) S( 3P  
S( 3P) +N20 —a SN + NO H 98 = -17.6 kJmo1e 	(3.41) 
Both of these reactions are thermodynamically favourable but 
since a very slow rate. constant was obtained then a high activation 
energy may be required for their occuránce. 
However some other mechanism may be involved and some clues 
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can. be obtained from a study of the S( 3P) + NO reaction. 45 	s( 3p) 
atoms resulting from the photolysis of OCS in CO 2 were monitored 
by kinetic absorption spectroscopy at 130.7 nm; spectra were 
recorded on film. 	A bimolecular rate constant for the total 
pressure range, 6.7 - 30.0 kNn72 was obtained with a high pressure 
limit of (1.5 + 0.4) x lO+ cmolecules. 	Below 1.3 
total pressure a termolecular rate constant of 5 x 10_31  cm6 
molecule 2s was obtained. 	This suggested a mechanism with the 
primary step being a termolecular combination, 
S + NO + CO2 -31, SNO + CO 	 (3.42 ) 
This was interpreted in terms of an energy transfer (ET) mechanism 
S + NO . 	SNO 	 . 	 (3.43) 
SNO + M -* SNO + N (M = CO 
2)( 3.44) 
Formation of the stable SNO molecule by the combination of S and 
NO requires collision of these mutually approaching species with 
a third body (CO 2 ).
46  The CO  absorbs the excess energy of the 
molecule just formed thus enabling it to be stabilized. 	Transfer 
of excess energy from the excited molecule to the third body may 
depend on the structure of the latter, particularly the presence 
of resonating levels that can accept the excitation energy 
(vibrational or electronic). 
Alternatively an atom-molecule complex mechanism (AMC) may 
be involved 
3+M —SM 	(M=CO2 ) 
	
(3.45) 
SM *+ NO 	SNO +Mr- -- - 	 ( 3.46) depends, 
The efficlencytof a third bod niits ability to form a complex 
reversibly with the S atom. 	The complex, having excess energy 
can now react with the NO to form SNO and the chemically unchanged 
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third body (CO 2 ). 
The ET mechanism is believed to be consistent with the 
observation of a change to second order behaviour with increasing 
chaperon pressure. 	Also SNO has been identified by infra-red 
spectroscopy as a product of HNSO photolysis in an ArmatrixA 7 
The major secondary reactions are believed to be slow disproport-
iohatiorc of` Tthe SNO, 
2SNO -* s2(3ç + 2N0 	 (3.14.7) 
S2 (ag) + 2N0 	 (3.48) 
Also the analogous 0( 3P) + N20 reaction 
o + 0 + N 2  0 -4 O + N 2 0 	 (3.49) 
k 49 = 3.9 x 10 	cm6molecules1 
6 
suggests that the reaction of S( 3P) + N 2  0 may well be a termolecular 
combination. 
In terms of the ET mechanism this is 
S( 3p) + N 2 0 	3N20 	 (3.50) 
SN2O + M - 3N20 + K (M = N2 ) 	 (3.51) 
An excited complex would be formed from the collision of S and N20. 
The N2 accepts the excess energy of this complex and stabilizes it. 
However it is not Ic lown whether a molecule such as 3N 20 exists. 
Reactions such as these are generally of the order of 10 -33  
c 6molecule 2s at room temperature and have low negative 
activation energies in the range 0 - 20.9 kJmole. 6 	In the 
secondary reactions the hypothetical SN2O could disproportionate 
to S and N 2  0 and the N 2 
 0 may well take place in polymerization 
reactions with the production of 33 and 84 • 
It is impossible at this stage to state conclusively what type 
of reaction is occuring however the termolecular reactions appears 
likely. 
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3.5 s(3P) + HALOCARBON REACTIONS 
Reactions are presented here that may help fill some of the 
gaps in s( 3P) chemistry, since the only reactions that have 
previously been studied in this area are (3) + CF 3I and C3F7 I. 18 
The S(3P) + HC1 reaction has also been included in this section. 
Experiments and Results 	 - 
The technique used was kinetic atomic absorption spectrophoto-
metry. 	The halocarbons strongly absorbed the sulphur lamp emission 
so at the higher partial pressures the signals tended to have more 
superimposed noise. 	A critical evaluation of the errors in the 
rate coefficients was essential. 	The monochrornator was set on 
the 182.63 nm line and 6= 0.67 ± 0.09. 	The temperature of the 
determination was 294  K and the results are shown in table 3.8. 
Figure 3.8 shows plots of the first order rate coefficients against 
reactant partial pressure for some balocarbons. 
Discussion 
The halocarbons will be discussed in groups of molecules 
of similar structure. 
s( 3P) + CII3Br, CF3Br and CF2C1Br 
These reactions are believed to proceed by Br atom abstraction, 
SOP ) + CH3Br - CH3 + SBr (3.52) 
SOP ) + CF3Br -+ CF3' + SBr (3.53) 
SOP 	+ CF2C1Br -* CF2C1 + SBr (3.54) 
Support for this mechanism arises from the similar reaction, 
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Table 3.8 second order rate constants for s( 3 ) + Halocarbons 
reactions (and HCl reaction). 
Molecule Partial Gradient 	Rate Constant Flash 
Pressure (Nil 2 ) (cm3mo1ecu1es) Energy (J) 
CF3Br 2.500 - 56.219 (7.4 + 0.3) (1.1 	1- 0.2) 320 
10-14  x 10-13 
(6.8 ± 0.4) (1.0 + 0.3) 180 
10-14  x io 3 
CF2C1Br 2.633 - 26.733 (1.2 + 0.1) (1.7 ± 0.2) 320 
io_13 x 10 -13 
(1.1 ± 0.1) (1.7 	-'- 	0.2) 180 
x 10 13 x 10_ 13  
CFC13 1.828 - 10.823 (1.2 ± 0.1) (1.8 	0.2) 320 
x 10 13 x 10_ 13  
(1.2 ± 0.2) (1.8 	-i- 	0.3) 180 
x 10 3 x 10 13 
CF2 C12 11.348 - 44.382 (3.1 + 0.5) (4.7 + 0.7) 320 
10-14  x 10-14  
CF 3C' 
100.0 - 516.0 (1.8 ± 0.2) c(2.3 ± 0.5) 320 
10-15  x 10_is 
CH3Br 5.546 - 16.386 (2.4 + 0.2) (3.5 ± 0.5) 320 
x 10 3 x 10_13 
• (2.4 + 0.3) (3.6 + 0.5) 180 
x 10 -13 x iO 3 
HC1 45.22 - 248.44 (3.2 1 0.3) 44.8 + 0.5) 320 
10_is x 10-15 
o( 3P) 4 CF3I—o CF3 .+ 10 	 (3.55) 
k55 = ( 1.1 ± 0.3) x 10- 11 ca3molecules at 300 
Molecular beam studie 50 on reaction (3.55) showed that it proceeded 
by I atom abstraction. 	Backward reactive scattering of the product 
10 was observed at low translational energy of a neon seeded 0 atom beajn 
which suggests the existence of a collision complex of the form 
OICF3 . 	At higher translational energies with a helium seeded 0 
atom beam the angular distribution of the ID was almost isotropic. 
So at low collisional energy the lifetime of the complex is shorter 
than its rotational period, whereas at higher collision energies a 
compressed configuration of the complex is obtained which rapidly 
springs apart to give the products. 	This latter effect is known 
as 'induced repulsive energy release' and also results in a 
reduction of the rotational period and lifetime of the OICF3 complex. 
Addison et a149 have suggested that the reaction may involve a 
triplet-singlet surface crossing on the potential surfaces associated 
with 0( 3P) and 0( 1D2 ) and the iodide. 
Also the rate constants for 0( 3P) with CF3Br51 have been 
measured in the temperature range 800 - 1290 K giving an Arrhenius 
plot with A = ( 1.5 -- 0.5) x 10- 
11  cm3moiecuie 1 s 1 and an activation 
energy of 56 kJmole. 	Ex brapolation of the Arrhenius plot gave 
a rate constant at 298 K of k z 10 -6 cm3molecules. 	This is 
considerably slower than the S( 3P) + CF3Br reaction. 	The primary 
reaction was considered to be abstraction of a Br atom 
0(3P) + CF3Br - CF  + BrO 	 (3.56) 
Although the above mentioned mechanism seems to be likely, 
two alternative reaction pathways can be considered, 
s( 3r) + CH3Br -> CH3S + Br 	 (3.57) 
This involves production of Br atoms by a displacement reaction. 
However since it is 22.6 kJmole 	endothermic it is unlikely. 
s( 3P) + CH3Br - [CH 3SBr]* 	CH3 + SEr 	(3.58) 
This reaction involves insertion of the s(3p) atom into the C-Br 
bond followed by decomposition of the vibrationally excited complex 
to form SBr. An analogous molecule, CH 3SC1, to this complex is 
known. 52 
SOP ) + CFC13 , CF2C12 and CF 3Q1 	 - 
The reaction pathway postulated is believed to involve Cl 
atom abstraction, 
s( 3P) + CFCl3 — CFC12 + SC1 	 (3.59) 
S( 3P) + CF2C12 —* CF2CI + SCl 	 (3.60) 
s(3P) + CF3C1 -t CF  + SC1 	 (3.61) 
Now considering the thermodynamics of these reactions. 	For 
these to be exothermic the following limiting values would be 
/ 
required for the heat of formation of SC]., 
Reaction (3.59) 	tH 298  SC1 C 79.5 
kJmole 
	
(3.60) 	 c 58.6 
(3.61) 	 < k6.0 
Since a very slow rate constant was obtained for reaction (3.61) 
it is believed that this reaction does not occur or is extremely 
slow and is therefore probably endothermic. 	This suggests a 
value of heat of formation of SCl.with limits 
4.6 c AH 298  5C1 C 58.6 kJmole 
This is in_:4_agreement with the value of AH 298 
 SC1 given 
-reasonab1e H 
by Okabe, 53 i.e. 62.8 kJmole and is in disagreement with Bensons 
estimated value 52  of (152.3 ± 8.4) kJmole. 
One obvious feature of reactions (3.59), (3.60) and (3.61) 
is the order of reactivity towards 
i.e. 	CFC13 . CF 2C12> CF3C1 
This suggests that the greater the number of Cl atoms on the C atom, 
the more easily is a Cl atom abstracted. 	This is rationalised in 
the C-Cl bond strengths for these molecules at 298 K given in 
table 3.9. 
Table 3.9 C-Cl bond strengths of halomethanes. 
Molecule C-Cl bond strength54 
(kJmo].e) 
CC14 305.6 
CFC13 305.6 + 8.4 
CF2C12 337.8 	- 8.4 
CF3C1 360.4 + 3.3 
If this trend is correct then the s( 3P) with CC14 reaction should 
be faster than reaction (3. 	since there are four Cl atoms on 
the C atom. 
The analogous o( 3P) + CC1 4 reaction55 is known to occur with 
a rate constant of (1.88 ± 0.1) x 10 	cm3molecules 	at 292 K. 
From the product analysis it was believed that abstraction of a 
Cl atom 
0( 3P) + CC14 —~ CC13 + ClO 	 (3.62) 
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was not the only primary step and another pathway was suggested 
which involved the formation of a bound collision complex with 
two alternative decomposition modes, 
OOP ) + CClk 	o.cc141 - COC12 + Cl 	(3.63) 
- CO + 2C12 (3.64) 
A product study of reactions (3.59) and (3.60) would be required 
to determine whether this type of mechanism is occuring. 
s( 3 ) + HO. 
The value for this rate constant indicated that reaction is 
very slow or not occuring at all. 	Two possible reaction, pathways 
are 
s( 3P) + HC1 - SE + Cl 	 (3.65) 
+ HC1 -* H + Sd 	 (3.66) 
Considering the thermodynamics, (3.65) is endothermic by 79.5 
kJmole 	and (3.66) by 92.1 kJmole. 	So these reaction pathways 
are unlikely. 
However the similar o( 3P) + HC1 reaction should be examined 
to determine whether any other thermodynamically favourable 
mechanisms are available. 	The reaction is believed to proceed by 
H atom abstraction 
0( 3P) + HO. -* OH + Cl 	 (3.67) 
with a rate constant of (1.2 + 0.2) x 10_ 16  cm3molecules 	at 
298 K 2 56 although endothermic by 3.8 kJmole. 
So no alternative pathways seem possible and reaction between 
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Figure 3.8 Plots of first order rate coefficients against 
partial pressure of halocarbon. 
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Figure 3.9 Plots of first order rate coefficient against 
partial pressure of reactant. 
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3.6 THE REACTION OF s(3P) 
-+03 
This reaction has been ecusidered because s(3P) atoms 
resulting from the photolysis of OCS in the stratosphere may 
take place in reactions involving ozone. 	In this section 
comparisons have been made with the much slower 0(.P) + 03 reaction. 
The latter reaction is very important in the atmosphere, being one 
of the main sinks for 03 in the-stratosphere and. mesosphere. 
Experiments and Results 
The ozone was prepared as noted in Appendix I and 66.5 kNm 2 
of this was diluted with helium to a total pressure of 13.3 kNni2 . 
The mixture bulb had been aged with 500 Nn -2 of 03 for 2 days to 
minimize decomposition of the ozone at the bulb walls. The purity 
of the ozone in the mixture was determined by.U.V. spectroscopy 
before and after the experiments and proved to be 72 + 7% pure with 
28 ± 7% oxygen.. 	The first order rate coefficients obtained were 
those due to 03 plus 02  and so had to be corrected, 
c = c' - k0 [02] 	 (3.68) 
where c = true coefficient for 03 
c' = coefficient for 03 + 02 
k = rate constant for 5( 3P) + 0 
(2.2 x. 10- 12  cmmolecules)20 
1021= concentration of 
Table 3.10 shows the results obtained at 294 K. 	The monochromator 
was set on the 182.63 nm line and 6 = 0.67 + 0.09. 
Figure 3.9 shows a plot of the first order rate coefficients 
against ozone pressure. 
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Table 3.10 Second order rate constant for s( 3P) + 03 . 
Molecule partial Gradient 	Pate Constant • Flash 
Pressure (NnC2 ) (cm3molecules) Energy (J) 
03 0.057 - 0.160 (1.5 + 0.2) (2.2 	t 0.6) 180 
X 10- 11 
Discussion 
The primary reaction is believed to be 0 atom abstraction 
s( 3P) + 03(A1 ) —a so(x3r) + o2 (x3ç) 	(3.69) 
298 = -415.3 kJmole 
This reaction pathway is similar to that for the 0( 3P) with 03 
reaction, 
OOP ) + 03 > 0 + 02 M1298  = -390.1 kJmo1e 	(3.70) 
k70 = 7.2 x 10 5 cm3molecules at 298 K. 57 
It is useful to consider the energy distribution among the 
products of reaction (3.70). 	Benson et al 
58  suggested that 415.2 
kJmole 	of energy was available for channeling into electronic, 
vibrational, rotational and translational energy (i.e. 390.1 
kJmo1e 	exothermicity + 25.1 kJmole 	activation energy). 
Examining some of the electronic states of the 02  molecule (table 
3.11) it is seen that the lowest electronic states 1 a and 
are accessible. 	Since by selection rules, at least one triplet 
02 should be present in the products then according to Benson 
the following product distributions are possible 
0( 3p) + )3 ( -A1 )*02 (X3
9
) + 02 (b -f) 	(3.71) 
+ 258.2 kJmole 
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0(3p + 03 (A1 ) -~ 02 
 (X37-)+ 	02 (a1Ag ) 	 (3.72) 
+ 321.0 kJmole 
However Basco and NorrishkO observed that most of the exothermic 
energy goes into vibrational excitation of the newly formed 0-0 
bond, with up to 19 quanta of vibrational energy (78.5% of the 
available energy). 
Now applying these same principles to the s(3P) + 03 reaction. 
First according to Benson's scheme, the electronic states of SO 
must be considered (see table 3.12). 	Since the exothermicity of 
the .3( 3p) + 03 reaction is 415.2 kJmole then the electronically 
excited SO(B32- ) state is inaccessible;%he b1 2, a1A, or X-32- states may 
be formed. 	If Basco and Norrish's scheme is correct then most of 
the excess energy must be channeled into vibrational excitation 
of the newly formed SO bond. 	Table 3.13 shows some of the 
vibrational energy levels for SO(X3- ) calculated using computer 
program VIB1 (see Appendix II). 	The v = 39 vibrational level is 
accessible if all of the excess energy is channeled into vibrational 
excitation. 	However with 74% of the exothermicity going into 
vibrational excitation of SO, then the v = 27 vibrational level 
would be accessible leaving enough energy to possibly vibrationally 
excite the 02  ground state molecule or maybe even produce a 
state molecule. 
Clyne and Townsend1 using an atomic resonance fluorescence 
discharge flow system determined the rate constant for (3.69) as 
k 69 = (1.25 + 0.26) x 10 	
cm3molecules 	at 298 K. 
This is slightly less than that obtained in this study. 	Also they 
calculated a collision efficiency of 0.03 for this reaction. 
IM 
Table 3.11 Electronic states of 02. 
Electronic 
• 	State 	. 
Energy above the ground st at e43 
cm 1 kJmole 1 
02 	B3ç 19802.1 604.5 




a'ag 7918.1 924.2 
x3ç 0 ground state 
Table 3.12 Electronic states of SO. 
Electronic 
State -- 




0 	B35-7 24629.0 - 	 2499.5 
10510.0 126.1 
6350.0 76.2 
0 ground state, 
Table 3.13 Vibrational energy of SO. 
Vibrational 
quantum number 
Energy above v = 0 % of exothermicity 
cm kJmole 
v = 1+0 3249424.0 2418.2 100 
39 324308.3 	. 2410.6 . 	 98 
38 33660.4 . 	 2403.1 96 
27 25728.0 308.1 74 
3.7 THE s( 3P) + NH3 REACTION 
In this section an unusual reaction pathway has been suggested 
for the s(3P) + NH  reaction and is analogous to a mechanism for 
the s( 3P) + Amine reaction presented in section 3,3. 
Experiments and Results 
Pressures of 2.101 - 8.020 Nn1 2 of NH were used in the 
experiments. 	This determination was fairly difficult since 
absorption of the 182.63 nm resonance line by the NH  reduced the 
signal. 	A flash energy of 320 J was used and some experiments at 
180 J indicated that no significant photolysis of NH  was occuring. 
A plot of the first order rate coefficients against NH  pressure 
(see figure 3.9) yielded a straight line of gradient (3.7 ± 0.2) 
—13 lo 	cm3 molecule 1s 1 . 	Applying the correction factor, 
= 0.67 -f 0.09 gave 
kNH = ( 5.5 ±0.6) x 10 3 cm3mo1ecules at 294 K. 
3 
Discussion 
The H atom abstraction reaction 
+ NH 	,- 511 + NH2 	 (3-73) 
was considered but is endothermic by 79.5 kjmole. 	This is 
analogous to the o( 3P) reaction, 
0( 3P) + NH  -* OH + NH 	 (3.74) 
k 74 = 9.9 x l0 '' cm3mo1ecules 1 at 298 K, 59 
which is also endothermic but by 1.67 kJmole 1 
Since the H atom abstraction is unlikely for S( 3P) then the 
following addition reaction pathway has been postulated, 
F 	fl 
S( 3P) + NçH 	5_N_
H
HJ 	H5N 
HS—N 	-decomposition products 	 (3.76) 
The. S( 3P) atom adds to the N atom resulting in the production 
of an unstable addition adduct. 	This complex rapidly isomerizes 
to a stable molecule HS-NH2 by means of migration of a H atom 
from the N to the S atom. 	The ultimate fate of the HS-NH2 would 
be decomposition to products. 	Evidence for this complex comes 
from a nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy study of sulphur-
nitrogen compounds . 60 This includes compounds called sulphen- 
amides (R2N-SR) which have the group -S-N<. 	Also the molecule 
NSF  is known. 14  However the reaction pathway cannot be 
established until a product analysis study is carried out. 
If photolysis of the NH  was occuring, resulting in the 
production of NH  and H atoms then it is possible that the reaction 
5( 3P) + H ± 14 -* SH + M 
14 = N2 , etc. 
= -346.6 kJmole(3.77) 
298 




Overall the ground state sulphur atom was found to be more 
reactive than the ground state oxygen atom towards specific 
molecules. 
The reaction of s( 3P) atoms with halogens is believed to 
proceed by halogen atom abstraction via an intermediate complex. 
The order of reactivities of the halogens was 
Br 	12 C12 F2 
Reactions of the 	and S(3P1 ) components of the ground state 
with C1  showed insignificant difference. 
In its reaction with aromatics the s(3P) atom is believed to 
add to the aromatic ring to form thiols. 	The presence of side 
groups such as -CH3 on the aromatic ring make some C=C bonds more 
susceptible to attack by the s( 3P) atom. 	However the kinetic 
data suggested that more complex mechanisms were involved for the 
aromatic amine and aldehyde. 
The s( 3P) atom abstracts an oxygen atom from NO  with the 
formation of a vibrationally hot SO molecule. However the reaction 
with N20 is believed to be a termolecular combination and not 
bimolecular. 
In the s(3P) + Halomethane reactions the pathway is believed 
to involve the abstraction of a halogen atom. 	Also the greater the 
number of Cl atoms on the C atom the more easily is a Cl atom 
abstracted due to the weakening effect on the C-Cl bond. 
Reaction of the ground state sulphuratom with ozone involves 
xpected to be; 
abstraction of an 0 atom and the SO formedivibIati5nal1y excited. 
Finally for the s( 3P) + NH  reaction, an insertion mechanism 
was postulated resulting in the formation of a sulphenam±de. 
-92-. 
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ATOMIC IODINE,52P p)  
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with reactive and inelastic processes 
involving the first excite: 
 state of the iodine atom, 
hereafter referred to as I • 	The first section deals with the 
* 
reaction between I and ozone, and the remainder of the chapter 
* 
concentrates on the quenching of I and energy transfer. 
* 
Although quenching of I has been extensively studied a number 
of new rate constants are presented. 
4.2 THE REACTION OF I(52P) + 03 
Experiments and Results 
The technique used to determine the rate constant for this 
reaction was time-resolved resonance fluorescence spectrophoto-
metry (see chapter 2). 	The ozone was prepared as noted in 
Appendix I and a 412.3 Nm 2 pressure of this was diluted (to a 
total pressure of 14.4 kNmT 2 ) with Helium and left for 2 hours to 
mix by diffusion. 	The mixture bulb had been aged with 03 for 2 
days before use. Using U.V. spectroscopy the purity of the 03 
was determined before and after the experiments as 83 ± 7%, the 
remaining 17 + 7% being Op . Reaction mixtures were prepared as 
described in chapter 2. 	Photolysis of the i-C3 F71 was carried 
out using a conventional quartz capillary flash lamp dissipating 
* 
49 J flash energy. 	Two I decay curve signals were recorded from 
each mixture and processed as described in chapter 2. 	The first 
order rate coefficients obtained had to be corrected (see section 
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Figure 14.1 Plot of first order rate coefficients against ozone partial pressure. 
= 2.6 x 10_11 cmo1ecu1e8; 1 
02 
Partial pressures of 03 + °2 used were in the range 0.043 - 0.406 
Nnf 2 which on correction gave 03 pressures of 0.036 - 0.336 Nn -2 . 
The experimentally determined second order rate constant for 
03 +2  was (1.1 ± 0.1) x. 10 	cm3moiecules and the corrected 
value for 03 was 
Ic0 3 = (7.4 ± 0.6) x 10 2 cmolecules at 285 K. 
Figure 4.1 shows a plot of the first order rate coefficients against 
03 partial pressure. 
Discussion 
The primary step in the reaction is believed to involve 
abstraction of an 0 atom 
I( 2P) + 03 -* 10 + 02 LH298 = -160.8 kJmole 	(4.1) 
This pathway is the same as that suggested by dyne and Cruse  
for the ground state iodine atom 
I( 2P4) + 03 —?. io(x2TT) + 02 	 (4.2) 
IOSH 98 = -70 kJmole 
Clyne and Cruse used a discharge flow system with time-resolved 
electronic absorption spectrophotometry. 	Iodine atoms were 
formed from the reaction of HI with Cl or Br, and 03 was added to 
the I atom stream. 	The 03 concentration was monitored via the 
centre (250 nm) of the 03 absorption continuum and 10 by means of 
bands observed between 418 and 470  mu. 
The 1* + 03 reaction is -"4 times faster than the ground state 
reaction so any alternative reaction pathways should be considered, 
I( 2P3 ) + 03 •— I( 2P1) + Q—t 	 (4.3) 
31 
-99-. 
Quenching, followed by reaction of the ground state atom with 03 
has been considered, however this seems unlikely since it has been 
observed that excited atoms tend to be more reactive than their 
ground state. 3 
Dissociative excitation has also been considered, however 
this has been discarded 
I( 2 P3 ) + 03 - i(2p) + 0 + 02 	 (4.4) 
since D(02-0) = 100.3 kjmole 1 and the energy available from the 
electronic excitation of the iodine atom (90.8 kJmole) would 
not be sufficient to dissociate the 0 3 molecule. 
In the reaction 
Cl( 2P) + 03 - 	010 + 02 	
HO 98 = -167.4 kJmole 	(4.5) 
= (1.33 + 0.26) x 10_11  cth3mo1ecules 	at 298 K 
the most favourable reaction path was considered to be via a 
planar configuration 5 to give a transition state C1000 with 
01-0-0 = 180° and 0 0 0 approximately equal to the 03 bond angle. 
So the transition state would have the configuration 
Cl-0-0%Q 
So reaction (4.1) may involve a transition state analogous to 0103 . 
Having speculated on the reaction mechanism involved for (4.1) 
it is interesting to consider the partitioning of energy into the 
products. 	An insight can be gained from a consideration of 
similar reactions. 	Some gen eral statements can be made about 
reactions of the type 
A+BCD —s -AB+CD 	 (4.6) 
(1) The primary location of vibrational excitation is in the 
product molecule in which a new bond is formed. 
-100- 
Rotational excitation accompanies the vibrational excitation. 
The extent of rotational excitation is dependent on the conserv-
ation of angular momentum. 
In some cases excitation of the molecules occurs to the 
maximum extent permitted by the energetics of the reaction. 
Electronic excitation can occur in atom transfer reactions. 
Examples of similar reactions leading to vibrationally 
excited products are 
	
Br( 2P+) + 03 — Bra + 02 AH 98 = -79.5 kJmole 	(4.7) 
Ac7 = ( 1.2 -f 0.1) x 10- 12 m3molecules,  6 
2P1) + 03 	> FO + °2 AH 98 = -58.6 kJmole 	(4.8) F(  
k  = 1.3 x lC
il  cm3molecules, 
and reaction (4.5). 	McGrath and Norrish 8 observed vibrational 
excitation of ClO up to v = 5 and BrO up to v = 4. However in 
the case of FO no vibrational excitation was observed. 	The 
vibrationally excited ClO and BrO molecules were chiefly in the 
level v = 1 and the populations of levels with v 	1 were small. 
However in reaction (4.2) at least one third of the I0(X217) 
molecules formed were initially in the vallevels. 2 
Since with 1*  an extra quantity of energy (90.8 kJmo1e) is 
available in excess of the 70 kJmo1e 	exothermicity of the ground 
state reaction, then a total of 160.8 kJmole 	is available for 
distribution amongst the products. 
First considering the electronic states of the 10 molecule 
(see table 4.1). 	Figure 4.2 shows the potential curves for the 
10 ground and the I A2 ijCexcited state. 	These were accurately 


















Figure 4.2 Potential curves for the 10 molecule. 
-102-- 
of construction in detail. 
Table 4.1 Electronic states of 10. 
Electronic 
State9 
Energy above the ground state 
cm Mmo1e 
10 A2 1T1 21565 257.4 
X2 1T3 0 ground state 
From table 4.1 It is seen that the A2TI excited state of 
10 is not accessible in this reaction.  
Now considering the generalization stating that the primary 
location of vibrational excitation is in the product molecule ID. 
Table 4.2 shows the energy of vibrational levels of 10 calculated 
using computer program VIE1 (see Appendix II). 
Table 4.2 Vibrational energy of IC. 
Vibrational Energy above v = 0 % of 
Quantum Number Exothermicity cm -1 kJmole 
v = 24 13488 160.7 100 
23 13041 155.7 97 
22 12584 150.3 93 
13 8021 95.9 60 
12 7464 89.2 56 
11 6897 82.5 51 




If the total energy available was channeled into vibration of the 
ground state 10 then the v = 2k level would be populated. 	Since 
many of the 10 molecules in the ground state I atom reaction were 
* 
formed in the v = 1 level, then the excess energy of I could 
produce molecules excited to a considerably higher vibrational 
level. 
Now considering the possible extent of rotational excitation 
of the I0( 27r) molecule. 	This will be dependent on the conserv- 
ation of angular momentum. 	Table 4.3 shows the rotational energy 
for various quantum numbers. 	These values were calculated using 
a computer program (see Appendix II). 	Also the effects of 
rotational energy on the potential energy curve has been discussed 
in Appendix IV.. 
Table 4.3 Rotational energy levels of I0(X21Tj ). 
Rotational 
Quantum Number 
Rotational energy % of 
Exothermicity cm kJmole 
J = 5 10 0.1 0.1 
10 37 0.4 0.3 
20 142 1.7 1.0 
40 554 6.7 4.2 
60 1236 14.7 9.1 
80 2188 26.0 16.1 
100 3410 40.6 25.3 
160 8697 103.8 64.6 
200 13573 162.0 Above energy 
300 30488 363.8 available 
-104- 
As can be seen from the results quite high rotational excitation 
4 
is possible with only a fraction of the available energy going 
into rotation. 	The extent of rotational excitation can be 
calculated from the laws associated with the conservation of 
angular momentum. 
Now consideration can be given to the possibility of electronic 
excitation of the Oz  molecule formed in reaction (4.1). 	The 
state of 02  lies at 94.2 kJmole above the ground state and 
there certainly is enough energy available to produce this state. 
In the reaction 
H + 0 	OH + 02 AH 98 = -326.5 kJmole 	(4.9) 
vibrationaily excited OH was formed up to v = 9 (the highest 
level possible) however there is some evidence for the formation 
1 3 of 02 (a ag ) and if thisan accurate observation then electronic 
excitation of the 0 formed in (4.1) may be possible. Alternat-
ively the 02  could be vibrationally excited to some extent. 
From this section some trends of the halogen atom reactivity 
have been observed. 	In the ground state halogen + 03 reaction 
the order of reactivity is 
F (2P+ ) 	Cl(2P+) > i(4) 	Br(2P+) 
Although the excited iodine atom was found to be more reactive 
towards 03 than the ground state atom there is little evidence of 
this for the other halogen atoms. 	For example an estimate has 
been given for 
Cl( 2Pj) + 03 —* ClO + 02 	 (4.10) 
k 10 ' 	
x 10_11  cm3molecuie1s, 4 
and this is approximately the same as that for the ground state 
atom. 
-105- 
Also the trend in the extent of vibration of the XO molecule 
in the reaction X + 03 was 
IO>BrO> C10 FO. 
14.3 I(52P) + NH3 and HCN 
The work presented in this section has been published 10  and 
* 
is concerned with the transfer of electronic energy from the I 
atom to the molecules NH  and HON. 	The possibility of using 
these systems in I.R. lasers is discussed. 
Experiments and Results 
The technique used to determine the rate constants for 
quenching of 1*  was time-resolved resonance fluorescence spectro-
scopy (see chapter 2). 	A conventional quartz capillary flash 
lamp was used, dissipating 49 J. 	Other flash energies were also 
utilzed to determine whether photolysis of the quenching molecule 
was occuring. 	The signal averager was used in conjunction with 
the transient recorder and averages of k to 8 flashes were 
recorded which improved the signal-to-noise ratio of the I atom 
fluorescence decay signals. 	Table 4.4 shows the results obtained 
at 295 K. 
* 
Table 4.4 Second order rate constants for I quenching. 
Quenching Partial Rate Constant 
Molecule Pressure (Nm 2 ) (cm3molecule 1s) 
NH  7.98 - 22.61 (2.1 + 0.2) x 10-13 
HON 7.91 - 21.28 (6.8 ± 0.7) x 10-14  
-106- 
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the first order rate coefficients 
against partial pressure of NH 3* 
Discussion 
Petersen et a111  studied the interaction of the first excited 
state of the bromine atom, Br(4 2P3), with a number of molecular 
species and produced I.R. lasers pumped by electronic — vibration 
+ rotation (E-*VP) energy transfer. 	For the case of 
* 	 t 	 -1 
Br + HCN - Br + kEN + E = 37k cm 	 (4.11) 
k 11 = (2.0 + 0.2) x 10
-11  cm3molecu1e 1s at 295 K 12 
(tindicates vibrational excitation and AE is the energy 
mismatch). 
the kinetic data indicated that efficiency and specificity of the 
transfer process was high. 	It has been shown that where quenching 
is rapid then E-*VR energy transfer is efficientj 3 Process 
(4.11) generated considerable population inversions of vibrationally 
hot HCN and stimulated emission was observed in the wavelength 
regions 3.85, 7.25 and 8.48/1  M. 	
These correspond to the vibrati- 
onal transitions (001) 	(010), (100) 	(010)and .(001)—(100) 
* 
respectively. 	Since the rate of transfer of the energy of the Br 
to the HCN is more rapid than the intermolecular transfer between 
the HCN molecules, 
i.e. 	HCN (001) + HCN (000) —HCN (maO) + kEN (pqo) 	(4.,12) 
k12 = (1.7 + 0.2) x 10 2  cm3mo1ecules 
then the conditions for an efficient F -,VR transfer laser are 
satisfied. 
The Br*  atom has an energy of 3685 cm and this is close to 
the 3311 cm energy of the (001) vibrational level of HCN and so 
120C 
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Figure h-3 t, Plota of first order rate coefficients against pressure of quencher. 
energy transfer is favourable via this specific channel. 	Figure 
4.4 is an energy level diagram for HON showing the transitions 
observed. 
From this study on Br it may be expected that quenching of 
1* by HON may also favour resonant E—'VR transfer. However a 
much slower quenching rate constant was obtained for the 1* + HON 
interaction and this suggests that E—*VR energy transfer is 
inefficient in this case. 	Examination of the HON energy level 
diagram (see figure 41) shows that the closest transition of HON 
to the I * energy level (7603 cm-l) is at 7490 cm
-1  • 	This gives 
an energy mismatch of E = 113 cm however since excitation of 
three vibrational quanta is required and the (201) combination 
band is very weak in the infra-red spectrum then E—'VR transfer 
is unfavourable. 	It has been shown, that when only one or two 
vibrational quanta are involved the transfer process can be 
efficient and highly mode specific. 14  
* 
In the I + H01 system three quanta of excitation are also 
required and the quenching rate constant observed is approximately 
- 	* 	 * 
equal to that for I + HON. 	A quenching mechanism for I + HC1 
involving the crossing of potential energy surfaces has been 
proposed15 and the HON case may be similar to this. 	It is unlikely 
that the I* + HON system could be used as a basis for a laser system. 
The kinetic data for the process 
1* + NH3 — I + NH3'' (all states) +E 	 (4.13) 
suggested that efficient E-41R transfer is involved. 	To consider 
the possible channels for the energy transfer the energy level 
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Figure 14.14 Energy level diagrams for IIGN, OCS and NH 3* 
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bands observed in the infra_redl6  can be examined. 	From figure 
14.4 the vibrational levels closest to the I energy (7603 cm-1 ) 
are 2v3 :* V and 2V1 (or 2v3 ). The 2v1 band involves  large 
energy mismatch, so the most likely channel appears to be that 
associated with the 2V 3 + V2 energy level. However three quanta 
are involved. 	A medium resolution study of the I.R. spectrum of 
NH  in the 1.3m wavelength region has been carried out 17  and 
revealed a considerable structure involving a number of transitions. 
Those most appropriate for near resonant energy transfer channels 
are 	 - 
7652 .3 (49. 2 ) 7631.8 (29) 7616.7 (13.6) 7602.8 (0.3) 
7592.2 (10.9) 7578.5 (24.6) 7571.2 (31.9) 7554.6 (18.5) 
Units are cm and the AE values are in brackets. 
In particular the 7602.8 cm transition is the most likely channel 
for E—VR transfer since it is almost exactly resonant with the 
iodine atom transition with a AE = 0.3 cm. 	The energy mismatch 
values for all those other lines mentioned suggest that they would 
also be favourable channels for energy transfer. 	With such 
favourable channels for transfer it is suprising that the quenching 
efficiency is not considerably greater than that observed. 
However the quanta requirements may be the limiting factor here or 
other more complex factors may be involved. 	In a molecule such 
as NH3 which has more vibrational modes than a diatomic or triatomic 
the orientation of the collision partners may be of importance. 
So the postulated mechanism is 
I(52P3) + NH3 (0000) .__.I(52  P) + NH3 (0120) +tiE (k.lk) 
It would be useful to determine the rates of V--->V energy transfer 
-111- 
between the NH  molecules and deactivation by helium since these 
processes reduce the efficiency of E —'VR laser systems. 	Further 
studies of the fluorescence observed from vibrationally hot NH  
will indicate if the mechanism in (4.14) is correct. 	This process 
may be of use in E—*VR energy transfer lasers. 
4.4 I(? P) + OCS, Ii2S CS anSO2 
Sulphur containing molecules such as OCS and 502  are important 
atmospheric species. 	Therefore it is essential to examine their 
reactive and inelastic processes involving halogen atoms. 	These 
processes may be occuring in the stratosphere where halogen atoms 
* 
are generated by photolysis of freons. 	Also the I quenching 
efficiencies of these molecules should be considered to determine 
whether they would be of use in E—'VP laser systems. 
Experiments and Results 
The technique used was time-resolved resonance fluorescence 
spectroscopy as described in chapter 2. 	In the 1* + OCS and H 2  S 
experiments a conventional quartz capillary flash lamp was used 
for photolysis of the i-C3F71. 	In the CS  and 302  experiments 
the Xe-pulsed flash lamp was used in conjunction with a signal 
* 
averager. 	The I fluorescence decay signals obtained for the 
latter two were averages of 32 and 64 flashes using the low inten-
sity output (0.03 J) of the flash lamp. 	Table 4.5 shows the 
results obtained and figure 4.3 shows a plot of the first order 
rate coefficients against OCS partial pressure. 	Figure 4.5 shows 
a computer drawn plot for H 2 (computer program LGRAPH, see 
Appendix II) and figure 4.6 for 502  (computer program LGR). 
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Figure 4.5 Plot of first order rate coefficients against H28 partial pressure. 
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Table 4.5 Second order rate constants for I + Quenching molecule. 
Quenching Partial Rate Constant Flash Number 
Molecule Pressure (Nn1 2 ) (cmmolecules) Energy (31 of flashes 
1125 12.901 - 61.18 (2.8 ± 0.1) 49 1 
X lO_14 
CS  1.995 - 18.052 (3.85 1 0.2) 0.03 32 
X 10-14 
(4.09 + 0.2) 0.03 64 
x 10-14 
so 2 8.778 - 260.68 (1.1 + 0.1) 0.03 32 
ia_is 
OCS 42.56 - 226.1 (1.6 	0.1) 49 8 
x 10-14 
Discussion 
Hariri and wittig14 studied the system 
Br
* 
 + OCS - Br + OCS (all states) 	 (4.15) 
Ic15 = (1.4 -e. 0.1) x l0_12  cm3mo1ecuies 	at 295  K, 
and the kinetic data indicated that efficient E—VR energy transfer 
was occuring. 	Figure - 4.4 shows an energy level diagram for OCS. 
The channels of energy transfer are unknown for process (4.15) 
but the closest vibrational levels to the Br
* 
 energy are (ill) and 
(031). 	However these involve excitation of three or four quanta. 
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The molecular fluorescence observed arises from the (001) -'-*(Ooo) 
transition but E-VR transfer directly into the (001) vibrational 
level would involve a very large AE value. 	So the conclusions 
drawn from this study were that for OCS, E-*VR transfer from Br 
must involve more than two quanta for a resonant process or 
alternatively involve a large energy mismatch if one or two quanta 
are involved. 	 - 
Now considering the system 
I(52P3) + OCS -> I(52P1) + OCS + AE 
	
(4.16) 
The quenching rate constant measured for this was two orders of 
magnitude slower than the similar Br process. 	As can be seen 
from the energy level diagram of OCS (see figure 4.4) at least 
four quanta would have to be excited for near resonant E -*VR 
transfer in (4.16). 
Baughcuni et a1 18 using a tunable laser, infra-red fluoresc- 
ence technique when studying the quenching of Br by H 25 
Br +2 -* Br + H25t 	- 	 (4.17) 
it 17 = (2.6 + 0.1) x 10 2 cmmo1ecule8 
showed that reactive channels accounted for -'10% of the total 
* 
deactivation of Br 
Br + H22 -' HBr + HS 	 (4.18) 
Product vibrational chemiluminescence from HBr (v = 1) was 
observed. 	So in this situation reactive channels are competing 
effectively with E-VR transfer. 
Using the same technique the similar reactions of F and Cl 
have been studied 19 
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X+HS — HX 2 	v,J 
X = F, c1( 2P4 ,3 ) 
(4- 19) 
No attempt was made to discriminate between the reactivities of 
the excited and ground states of the atoms. 	However the 
reactions were found to be rapid. 	The vibrational and rotational 
energy disposal and the mean fraction of energy going into each 
type of energy are shown in table 4.6. 
Table 1.6 Energy disposal in X + H 2  S reactions. 
Reaction Total Mean Relative Vibrational Mean Fraction 
• Energy Population of Energy 
(kJmole) Nv = 1 N  = 2 N  =3 
N., = 4 <ç> <1?> < 1T> 
F + H 2  S 188 0.26 0.33 0.27 0.14 0.56 0.07 0.37 
Cl + H2S 50 0.63 - - - 0.43 0.09 0.48 
Chemical lasers have been constructed based on the Cl and F + H 2  S 
reactions, although they are severely limited by collisional 
deactivation of HCJ. and HF by H2S. 
Now examining the 1* + H 23 system. 	The rate constant value 
suggests that the reaction 
1* + H S —> HI + HS AH 98 = -4.2 kJmole 1 	(4. 20) 
is very slow or is not taking place. 	It would seem likely that 
* 
quenching is the dominant removal process for I. 	The correspon- 
ding ground state I atom reaction is endothermic and it seems that 
the electronic excitation energy cannot be used efficiently for 
reaction in this case. 	In order for reaction to occur a non- 
adiabatic transition from the surface associated with the I to 
the ground state surface would be required before HI can be formed 
in the ground electronic state (from adiabatic correlation rules 20 ). 
The closest vibrational levels of H25 to the 1*  energy are at 
5154 cm (v 1 + v 3 ) and 9911 cm (3v 1 + v 3 ). These are well off 
resonance and efficient E ->VP transfer is unlikely. 
The order of reactivity of halogen atoms towards H25 was there-
fore found to be 
F > Cl > Br .I. 
The system analogous to 1* + CS  2 , 
Br + CS2 —. Br + CS 7 (all states) 	 (4.21) 
Ic21 = (1.1 ± 0.1) x 10 	cm3molecu1es, 14 
has been studied and E -~ VR transfer is efficient. 	The. (102) 
vibrational energy level of CS  is almost resonant with the Br 
energy level and three quanta of excitation are involved. 	Three 
quanta appears to he close to the limiting value for efficient 
E -VP energy transfer. 	Molecular fluorescence was observed from 
the CS  (001) state. 	It is likely that some V-.V transfer between 
CS  molecules is occuring. 
Quenching of 1*  by CS2 however was very inefficient reflecting 
the fact that any near resonant channels would involve at least 
five quanta. 	Herzberg 	gives the fundamentals of CS  atv 1 = 
656.5 cm- . v 2 = 396.7 cm and V 3 = 1523 cm. 	Therefore transfer 
into 5v3 Would be required for a near-resonant channel. 
The I + So interaction resulted in a slow rate constant, 
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suggesting that efficient E —VP transfer is improbable. Funda-
mental vibration bands 16  at V 1 = 1151 cnf, V 2 = 519 cnf and 
V 3 = 1361 cm require that a number of vibrational quanta (-'6) 
would have to be excited. 
- An interesting series of reactions involving Cl and SO  have 
been put forward. 21 The reaction 
Cl + °2 + M - C1302 + M 	CM = N2 ) 	 (4.22) 
it22 = (2.3 ± 0.5) x 10 	cm6mo1ecu1es1 
has been studied in a fast flow reactor with mass spectrometric 
monitoring of Cl atoms and product C1 2302 . Reaction. (4.22) is 
followed by the ?apid reactions 
Cl202 + Cl - ci2so2t 	 . 	(4.23) 
C12S o2t 	302 + Cl2 	 (.24) 
C12SO2 ' + M - C12502 + M 	 . 	(4.25) 
C12302t represents a molecule with vibrational energy. 	It has 
been suggested that reaction (4.22) could be of importance as a 
sink for stratospheric chlorine, if the predominant subsequent 
reactions in the stratosphere are 
C1802 + 02 _- Cl304 	 (4. 26) 
CiSC4 + NO 	a C1SO3 + NO 	 (4.27) 
C1SO3 + H-P —*C1SO3H + P. 	 (4. 28) 
The chlorosulphuric acid (C1SO 3H) is believed to be photolytically 
stable in the stratosphere and would be incorporated into aerosol 
particles. 	Therefore the Cl atoms could not be regenerated. 
Reactions analogous to these may also be occuring for 1 + 502* 
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Indeed in the flash photolysis of 1 In the presence of 802 , 22 It 
has been shown that 802 takes part in the recombination of iodine 
atoms. It may therefore be of interest to have further studies 
on the 1802 molecule and its reaction with other molecules. 
This section has shown that the I + sulphur containing 
molecule processes discussed are likely to have little value in 
E -VR laser systems. 
4.5 I(52P) + CH3CHO. CH3CN, CH3C1, CF Brand CF3 C1. 
The I* atom quenching efficiencies of these molecules have 
been compared with that for CH  and also the possibility of 
reaction has been considered. 
Experiments and Results 
The technique used was time-resolved resonance fluorescence 
spectroscopy (see chapter 2). For the CH3CHO and CH3CN experi-
ments the Xe-pulsed flash lamp was used in conjunction with the 
signal averager. The signals obtained were an average of 64 
flashes. 	The other experiments involved the use of a conventional 
quartz capillary flash lamp. 	Also an iodine flow lamp was used 
to provide the resonance line for the experiments involving CH 3C1, 
CF3Br and CF3C1. 	The experiments were carried out at 293 K and 
table 4.7 shows the results obtained. 	Figure 4.7 shows a computer 
drawn plot of the first order rate coefficients against CH 3CN 
partial pressure. 
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Table 4.7 Second order rate constants for I + Quenching molecule. 
Quenching Partial Rate Constant Flash Number of 
Molecule Pressure (Nn72 ) (cm3mo1ecuies) Energy (J) flashes 
CH3CHO 1.224 - 7.182 (3.3 ± 0.3) 0.03 64 
io_13 x 
CH3CN 1.596 - 18.354 (1.2 ± 0.4) 0.3 64 
xl0 3 
CH3 C1 4.123 - 20.748 (1.8 ± 0.1) 49 1 
io_13 
CF3Br 279.3 - 1792.0 (2.1 + 0.1) 49 1 
10 16  x 
CF3C1 292.6-1662.5 (4.3 	+ 0.6) 49 1 
io_16 x 
Discussion 
The postulated reaction between 1*  and CH3C1 involving the 
abstraction of an H atom with the subsequent formation of HI is 
endothermic by 33.1 kJmole 1 , so there is little chance of reaction 
* 
here. 	The dominant removal process for I must involve inelastic 
collisions. 	The molecule CH3 C1 has six fundamental vibrations 
16 
Combination bands involving v 1  (2966.2 cm-1 ) and V 4 (3041.8 cmT) 
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Figure 4.7 Plot of first order rate coefficients against CH3CN partial pressure. 
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suprising since in the process 
I(52P) + CH  (0000) -4 1(52?) + CH  (0120) + AE = 89 cria (4.29) 
k29 = (9.4 ± 0.4) x 10_I4 .cm3molecule_1s_1, 23 
involving the similar molecule CH  , the electronic excitation 
energy of I is removed, by quenching. 	There is strong evidence 
for E-->VR energy transfer in this situation. 	Also the CH3 C1 
quenching rate constant compares favourably with that for CH3 I 
i.e. (2.6 + 0.6) x 10 3 cm3molecu1es. 23 	It has been shown 
that in molecules such as these the presence of C-H bonds has a 
marked effect on the quenching efficiency. 	For example CD4 is 
fifty times less efficient at quenching I than CH 
40 
	Also if the 
quenching rate constant for CF 3Br and CF3C1 are compared with that 
for CH3C]. it is observed that they are about three orders of 
magnitude less efficient. 	This arises from the higher stretching 
frequencies of C-H compared with C-F or C-D bonds. 	C-F stretching 
frequencies are within the range 900 - 1400 cm therefore more 
than five quanta of vibrational excitation would be involved in an 
E—'VR energy transfer channel. 
The situation seems to be similar for CR3CHO and CH3CN where 
C-H bonds are present. 	The reaction 
I + CH3CHO - HI + CH3 00 	H 98 = -27.6 kJmole 	(4.30) 
is thermodynamically favourable, however the ground state I atom 
reaction is endothermic. 	Comparison of the CH3 CHO kinetic data 
with that for CH  and CH3C1 and consideration of the C-H bond 
strength in CH3CHO suggests that quenching is the dominant removal 
process for the electronic energy of I • 	It would seem that the 
energy of excitation cannot be used for reaction in this case. 
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The relative efficiency of the quenching process suggests the 
possibility of near resonant channels for E —'YR energy transfer. 
Fourteen fundamental frequencies 24  have been listed, ranging from 
= 520 cm-1 
to 
 V14 = 3004 cm' and a large number of combination 
bands and overtones can arise from these. 	The vibrational levels 
closest to the 1* energy are at 6330 and 7840 cm and involve 
three quanta. 	These give E values of over 200 cm- 1. 	A more 
detailed study of the I.R. spectrum in the 7000- 8000 cm7 l region 
is necessary to determine the possible E —*VP channels. 
The postulated reaction 
I + CH3CN - HI + CH2CN 
	
(4.31) 
is exothermic by -178.6 kJmole 	and the I atom ground state 
reaction is also exothermic by -87.8 kJmole, according to 
Benson's25 thermodynamic data. 	These high exothermicities suggest 
that in this situation a reactive channel may exist, however the 
rate constant measured suggests that it is relatively slow. 	The 
alternative pathway is physical quenching of the 1*  by CH3 CN. 
Herzberg 16  has listed eight fundamental frequencies for CH3 CN. 
A number of the fundamental frequencies are well over 2000 cm- 1. 
For example v1 = 2942 cm7l and V 5 = 2999 cm-1 . No bands have 
been listed in the 7600 cm region but combinations involving 
about three quanta could very well provide an E—*VR channel for 
energy transfer. 
This section has clearly shown that quanta requirements are 
important.in efficiency of E—VR energy transfer and the presence 
of C-H bonds contributes considerably to quenching efficiency. 
Also the excitation energy of the 1*  atom cannot be used efficiently 
for reaction in these cases. 
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4.6 I(52P) + AROMATICS 
In this section the mechanism of quenching has been considered 
and charge transfer complexes have been discussed. 
Experiments and Results 
Two aromatics have been considered in this section, C 6 F 6  and 
C6H 5CH3 . 	The technique used was time-resolved resonance fluore- 
scence spectroscopy. 	Table 4.8 shows the results obtained at 
295 K. 	The Xe-pulsed flash lamp and the signal averager were used 
for the toluene experiments. 











C6 F6 3,99 - 19.95 (2.5 + 0.1) 49 1 
x 10-14  
C6E5CH3 2.128 - 5.054 (5.4 + 0.3) 0.03 64 
x io 13 
Discussion 
Donovan and Gill espi e26 studied the spin orbit relaxation of 
I(52  P3 ) by the aromatics C 6 H 6  and C0  and observed a large isotope 
effect, 
kCH= (4.6 + 0.7) x 10- 13 cmmolecules 	
297 K 
Ic 	= (9.9 -'- 1.0) x 10_
15  cm3molecules 1 
C6D6 
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Deuterium substitution in the benzene changes the vibration-
rotation energy levels thereby:. altering the near resonant channels. 
* 
The mechanism postulated for quenching of I is believed to 
proceed via a charge-transfer (C-T) complex formed between the 1 * 	/ 
atom and the aromatic. 
i(52P3) + Aromatic 	C-T complex 	I(52Pj ) + Aromatic (4.32) 
For mechanisms such as this a good correlation has been found 
between the logarithm of the rate constant and the ionization 
* 	 27 
potential. 	For example in the I + Olefin processes. 	So the 
purpose of this section has been to extend this study to aromatic 
compounds. 	Table 4.9 shows the relevant values and figure 4.8 
the plot of -1og10 (kq ) against ionization potential. 
Table 4.9 Ionization potentials and log 10 (k ) values for aromatics. 




 6 -13.60 9.97 
C6 H6 -12.34 
9.24 
C6H 5CH3 -12.27 8.82 
In figure 4.8 the values plotted suggest that there may be a 
straight line correlation here and the slope of the estimated line 
* 
drawn on the figure is compatible to that observed for I + Olefins. 
Evidence for the existence of C-T complexes comes from the 
spectral observation of transient absorbing species in the vapour 
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of benzene or toluene. 28 	Transient absorption spectra were 
recorded in the U.V. and visible spectral regions. 	The band 
which arises is neither characteristic of the aromatic nor the 
iodine molecule alone but is attributed to a partial intermolecular 
transfer of charge between an electron-donor (aromatic) and an 
electron-acceptor (iodine), species. 
* 
The possibility of reaction of I with toluene has been 
considered via abstraction of a,4 H atom in the methyl group. 
for the I(j)'reicflôiij 	 -1 
1-1 flis is unfavourableAas thaC-R bond'itrength is 357 kJmole 
in comparison to 300 kJmole for HIFbut is exothermic for the i( 2 1 ) 
peaction.1 
4.7 I(52P) + HALOMETHANIES 
The theme of quenching mechanisms involving charge transfer 
complexes has been continued in this section with relevance to 
halomethanes. 
Exteriments and Results 
The molecules considered in this section are CDC1 3 , CHC13 , 
CClk, CF2C1Br, CF2HC1 and CC12HF. 	The technique used was time- 
resolved resonance fluorescence spectrophotometry. 	A quartz 
capillary flash lamp was used for i-C 3 F71 photolysis. 	No averaging 
of the I fluorescence decay signals was carried out. 	Table 4.10 
shows the second order rate constants obtained for quenching of 
* 
I by these molecules at 296 K. 
Discussion 
The interaction of 1* with CDC1
3) 
 CHC13 and CClk has already 
been studied by time-resolved atomic absorption spectrophotometry.29 
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* 





Pressure (Nn7 2 ) 
k 	for I 	
quenching 
(cm3mo1ecu1e 1s) 
CDC].3 89.244 - 335.664 (1.4 ± 0.1) x 10
-14  
CHC13 25.308 - 99.9 (6.6 s 0.4) x 10-14 
CC14 27.972 - 109.224 (2.0 ± 0.2) x 10-14 
CF2C1Br 11.722 - 50.616 (5.2 ± 0.7) x 10-14 
CF2HC1 11.988 - 97.236 (1.4 + 0.1) x 10-14 
CC12HF 15.984 - 89. 244 (2.5 ± 0.1) x 10_14 
The rate constants obtained were 
= (3.9 ± 0.5) x l0_ 14 cmolecules 
= (8.4 + 1.0) x 10- 14 
kcci 	= ( 1.5 	0.3) x lO 
As can be seen the rate constants measured by the time-resolved 
absorption technique are faster than those obtained from the time-
resolved resonance fluorescence technique, particularly that for 
Cd 4. 	There is a possibility that in the absorption technique 
the quenching molecule is photolyzed by the higher flash energies 
used. 	In the resonance fluorescence technique much lower flash 
energies are usedfor photolysis of the C 3 
F 
 7 
 1 so the quenching 
molecule is less likely to be photolyzed. 
Table 4.11 shows the log k  and ionization potential values 
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Table A+.fl Ionization potential and log 10 (k ) values for Halomethanes. 
Molecule log 10 (kq ) Ionization 
Poential (eV)30 
CHC13 -13.18 11.5 
CC14 -13.70 11.7 
CF2C1Br -13.28 11.8 
CF2HC1 -13.86 12.6 
CC12HF -13.61 12.0 
CF3C1 -15.37 13.0 
CF3Br -15.65 12.0 
CH3 C1 -12.74 11.5 
for a number of halogen derivatives of methane that have been 
* 
studied in I systems. 	Figure 4.9 shows a plot of the logarithm 
of the 1*  quenching rate constant against the ionization potential 
and as can be seen there seems to be a straight line correlation 
between log k  and the ionization potential, the only serious 
deviation being CF3Br. 	This graph is similar to that for I + 
olefins and has already been discussed in section 4.6 this is 
suggestive of a mechanism involving a charge-transfer (C-T) complex. 
Indeed transient absorptions have been observed from the flash 
photolysis of 12  in the presence of CH3I, CH3Br and CH3 C1. 28 The 
absorption bands are believed to be due to the C-T complexes 
formed between ground state I and the donor molecule and it is 
believed that this can occur for 1 also. 	These complexes are 
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assumed to be intermediates in general mechanisms for I atom-gas 
phase recombination processes, and are believed to play a role in 
* 
the transfer of energy from I to the quenching molecule. 
14.8 I(5P) + CH 212 and (0F3 ) 2C0.13H2Q 
The molecule (CF 3 ) 2C0 is important in some laser systems 
therefore it was of interest to study the hydrated. mOlecule 
(CF 3 ) 2C0.13-H20  and its interaction with 
1*. 	Also the molecule 
CH212 has been studied in laser systems and the kinetic data 
obtained in this study can be compared with that from a previous 
study. 
Experiments and Results 
The two molecules were studied by the time-resolved resonance 
fluorescence technique (see chapter 2) 9 and a Xe-pulsed flash lamp 
was used. Signals were an average of 32 and 64 flashes. Table 
14.12 shows the results obtained at 295 K. 











CH212 2.527 - 9.177 (5.9 ± 0.3) 0.03 32 
10-13  x 
(6.0 ± 0.3) 0.03 64 
10-13  x 
(CF 3 ) 2CO. 1.064 - 5.187 (1.6 ± 0.1) 0.03 32 
13H20 x 102 
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Figure 4.11 Plot or first order rate coefficients against CH2 12 pressure. 
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Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the first order rate coefficients 
against (OF 3 ) 2C0.l3-H20 partial pressure and figure 4.11 shows the 
plot for CH2 12 . 
Attempts were made to dehydrate the (OF 3 ) 2C0.ljH2O using 
phosphoric anhydride ( 2o 5 ) however this proved to be unsuccessful 
as the distilled substance was identical to the hydrate (by compar-
ison of U.V and I.R. spectra). 
Also attempts were made to use CH212 as the source of the 1* 
but this was unsuccessful. 
Discussion 
* 
It is of interest to measure the rate constant for the I + 
(OF 3 ) 2 CO. l3H2O  interaction because hexafluoroacetone can be used 
in the regeneration of the iodide laser medium. 	In a system 
where an iodide is being repeatedly photolyzed molecular iodine 
is formed which can. lead to deterioration of the system. 	However 
regeneration of the parent iodide can occur by reaction of a radical 
with molecular iodine 
R +2 	
RI + I 
	
(k.33) 
More RI should be regenerated if additional radicals are formed 
in the reaction cell. 	This has been shown to occur by the 
addition of hexafluoroacetone as a photolytic source of CF331 
(OF 3 ) 2C0 —2CF3 + co 
	
(k.3k) 
Since attempts to dehydrate the (OF 3 ) 2 C0.lj-H20 were unsuccessful 
the hydrate was used in the.experiments. 	However there was no 
evidence from the experiments that the (OF 3 ) 2 C0.13H20 was being 
photolyzed. 
The very efficient rate constant obtained for the quenching 
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of I by (CF 3)2C0.l3-H20 suggests that it is probably due to the 
bound 1120 rather than the (CF 3 ) 2C0 
C.f. 	kHo = 2 x 10_
12 cm3molecules. 32 
So here a potentially interesting situation is observed in which 
the (CF 3 ) 2C0.13H20 molecules have physical and chemical properties 
very different from 1120  and yet in the E -fVR transfer situation 
the vibrational characteristics of the 1120  molecule dominate over 
the (CF 3 ) 2CO. 
It was of interest to study the CH212 because photodissociation 
of this molecule with a laser beam leads to vibrational excitation 
of the CH2I radical. 33 	Fluorescence from the I(52P1-*522+) 
transition was also observed upon photolysis of CH 2 1 2 at 248 mit and 
308 nm with a laser system. 	However the I is deactivated by 
CH21 2 twice as fast as for CH 3I and over two orders of magnitude. 
faster than i-C3F7 1. 
* 
i.e. . 	I + • CH2 12 





-13 	 -1 33 x 10 cm3  molecule-1  s 
k=3.5xlC13 If . 	33 
k = 1.9 x 10- 15 	it 	 29 
As can be seen the I + CH 2 12 rate constant measured in this study 
compares well with that of the laser study. 33 	I atom fluorescence 
decay was not observed from the photolysis of CH 212 in the resonance 
* 
fluorescence technique because the I atoms were rapidly quenched. 
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k.9 SUMMARY 
The reaction of the excited iodine atom, I(5 2Pj) with 03 is 
believed to proceed by 0 atom abthtraction with the production of 
vibrationally hot 10. 	The excited iodine atom was found to be 
more reactive towards 0 3 than the ground state atom. 
The excited iodine atom quenching efficiencies.of a number of 
molecules were investigated and the possibility of E- ~ VP energy 
transfer was considered. 	Some conclusions were drawn from this 
study. When one or two quanta areinvolved then the E—VR energy 
transfer process is efficient. 	Also energy transfer can be 
relatively efficient when three quanta are involved but other factors 
must be of considerable importance in this situation such as the 
energy mismatch value, - However the involvement of three quanta 
must be close to the limiting conditions for efficient E —VP transfer 
for in many cases the transfer process is inefficient. 	When four 
or five quanta are involved the process is inefficient. 	The 
presence of C-H bonds has a marked effect on the quenching efficiency 
of the molecule. 	For example when comparing CH3C1 with CF3 C1. 
Also the quenching efficiency of hydrates was found to be 
determined by the bound H 20. 
It has also been observed that in some cases the electronic 
excitation energy cannot be used efficiently for reaction. For 
example the I(52P3) + H25.system. 
Finally, analysis of the kinetic data from the I(52P+) + Aromatic 
and Halomethane systems suggest that charge-transfer complexes 
play a role in the quenching mechanism. 
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Ar 	B.O.C. Ordinary cylinder grade. 
Br 	Fisons (99% pure minimum) 
Cl2 B.O.C. cylinder grade. 
C 6 H 
 6 Fisons analar grade. 
Fisons analar grade. C6H5CH3 
C 6 F  6 
Fluorochem lab, reagent. 
C 6H5NH2 : Analar grade (B.D.H.. Chemicals Ltd.). 
Analar grade (B.D.H. 	Chemicals Ltd.). C 6H5CHO 
Fisons lab, reagent. CH3Br 	: 
CF3Br cylinder grade (Matheson Gas Product). 
CF2C1Br I.C.I. Arcton, aerosol can grade. 
CFC13  Arcton, aerosol can grade. 
CF2C12 I.C.I. Arcton, aerosol can grade. 
cylinder grade (Matheson Gas Products). CF3 C1 	: 
Pierce Chemical Co. i-C3F7 1 
CS 	Fisons analar grade. 
CH3 CHO 	Fisons analar grade. 
CH3CN 	B.D.H. lab, reagent (special for spectroscopy). 
CH3C1 	McFarlane-Robson Ltd., cylinder grade. 
CH212 	B.D.H. lab, reagent. 
(CF3 ) 2C0.13H20 	Sigma Chemical Co. 
CDC13 	Aldrich Chemical Co. 
CHC].3 	Fisons analar grade. 
CC14 Fisons analar grade. 
CF2HC1 I.C.I. Arcton, cylinder grade. 
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CC12IW I.C.I. Arcton, cylinder grade. 
1101 : 	cylinder grade (Matheson Gas Products). 
He B.O.C. ordinary cylinder grade; any water present was 
trapped. out using liquid nitrogen. 
HON 	prepared sample. 
H 2 S 	
B.O.C. cylinder grade. 
12 	 Fisons (99.5% pure minimum). 
Kr 	 (B.O.C., 99.99% pure) from a sealed bulb, grade 'X'. 
NO 	prepared from 02  (B.O.C. cylinder grade) and NO 
(Matheson cylinder grade). 	About 17 kNm 2 of NO was 
mixed with an excess of 02  to give a total pressure of 
52 kNI1 2 in a bulb. 	This was left for 2 days to allow 
the reaction to go to completion and then the unreacted 
02 and NO were pumped away while the NO  was freezed 
down with liquid nitrogen. 	The No  was thoroughly 
purified by repeated trapping with a dry ice - isopropyl 
alcohol slush bath and pumping on the sample. 	An 
infra-red spectrum taken of a sample of the NO  showed 
that the nitrogen dioxide was pure and free of NO, 
although the dimer N 2 04 is expected to be present. 
iq20 	B.O.C. Medical (99% pure). 
NH 	: B.O.C. anhydrous. 
N2 	B.O.C. 'white spot' grade (99.9%). 
OCS 	cylinder grade (Matheson Gas Products). 
03 	prepared by a method as described in reference, 
(P.N. dough and B.A. Thrush, Chem. and Ind., 1971 9  
(1966)). 
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SO2 	: B.D.H. cylinder grade. 
All the reagents were thoroughly degassed and purified before 
use in experiments. 	Where appropriate infra-red - spectra were 


























PROGRAM TO EVALUATE POTENTIAL ENERGY VALUES 
FOR POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES. 
READ(5,6) A,8 
READ(51) AN,BN 








VRTE+X*( 1 .0-Y*Z) 
TEST FOR RANGE 















PROGRAM TO EVALUATE 










H = REQ + DE TAR 
CALCULATION OF RJ=O POTENTIAL VALUES 
XDE*( 1 .O-EAP( -(ABN*DELTAR**2/(2.0*H)))) 
Y=A*SORTCB**2*ABN/(2.0*R))*DELTAF( 
LEAP(-CSQRT(8**2*ABN/(2.0*i'ELJ))*OELTAR)) 
VRTE+X*( 1 .O-Y*Z) 
VRCVX*8065. 7 
VROT=VRC+(1.674E_15*ROT*(ROT+1))/(U*(t<*1.OE - d)**2) 
VROTE=VRUT/80 65.7 








































IF(I.E@.l) GO TO 2 
Ir(I.E0.2) GO TO 3 
C 
	
	LENNARD JONES POTENTIAL 
IF(J.Ei.1) GO TO 6 
kEAD(5s7) EPSIL1 ,EPSIL2,DELTA1,OELFA2 
EPSI LSORT(EPSIL*EPSI L2) 
DELTA=(DELTA1 +DELTA2)/2.0 
WrcITE(6,50) EPSIL,DELTA 
GO TO 28 
6 READ(5s8) EPSIL,DELTA 
28 REA0(5.9) j'c,rcMAA 
10 V4.0*EFSIL*( (DELTA/rk)**12-(0EL1A/i)**6) 
Vi V*b. 626-5 
WsI TE( 6 11) rcoVjVl 
IF(t'c.GE.ikMAA) STOP 
GO I'd 10 
C 	MODIFIED BUCKINGHAM POTENTIAL 
2 IF(J.Et.i) GO TO 12 
REkkD(5, 13) EPSIL1,EPS1L2,I-cNl,hi'12,ALPZ -IA1,ALPriA2 
EPSIL=SQRT(EPSIL1 *EPSIL2) 
ALPHAS&r( 1' (ALPHA 1 *AL.Pr{A2) 
GO TO 29 
12 iEAD(5.14) E&SIL,r(N,ALPrtA 
29 F<EAD(5.15) rc,RMAA 
16 IF(k.GE.IMAA) GO TO 17 
Wi<ITE(6. 18) 
STOP 
17 V2(EPSIL/(1 .0-(6.U/ALTh -iA))) 
V2*(6.0/AL?HA*EAP(ALPflA*(1.0/t(M))(kM<)**6) 
Vi v*d. 626-5 
WrUTE(6, 11) rc,V.v1 
GO TO 16 
C 	BUCK INGHAM-CONNEt POTENTIAL 
3 IF(J.EQ.i) GO tO 19 
tkEAD(520) EpsIL,6rSIL2,rNi,icM2,MLPNA1,ALrdA2,BETAi,BETA2 
EPSI L=S&icT( EPSI Li *EPSI L2) 
tM ( rM1 +r<2) /2.0 
ALt 	=ST(ALPrAi *ALP-1A2) 
BEIA=SusC ( bETA 1*86 rA2) 
GO TO 30 
19 tEA0(5,21) EPSIL)N,ALPA,SETA 
30 nEAD(5522) i,r<MMA 
23 C=CEPSIL*ALPriA*iN**6)/CALPttA*( I .U+BETA) 6.0i3.0*SETA) 
8(_EPbIL+C1.0+BETA)*C*1.O/tM**6)*6At'CALPflA) 
C18ETA*tN**2*C 








IF(i.GE.H MAX) STOP 
GO TO 23 
1 FOt<MAT(1H 'LENNAtD JONES POTENTJAL(3)) 
26 FOi-<MAT(IH MODIFIED—BUCKINGHAM ?UTENTIAL(1) ) 
27 FL]kMAT( 1H 'BUCKINGHAM—COk-NEr PJTENTIAL(2) ') 
















C 	PiOGrAi TO EvALUATE tEDUCED POTENTIAL CUivES USING 
C HULBErT AND t-IIt<SCHFELDEA POTENTIAL CUNVES. 
NEAD(5.1) D,B.C.BETM 
1EMD( 5,2) r<EU,niIIN,RMAA 
READ(5,5) t(N,U MEGA, PI 





= n + U • U 3 
IF(.GE.rtNIAA) STOP 






POT EN 2 
C 	PROGRAM TO EVALUATE POTENTIAL ENERG'( VALUES OF THE 







F93 • 7*8. 62E-5 
ALPi-t=1 3.75 
RM=3.6/0.52917 
C 	CALCULATION OF MOLECULAR POTENTIAL 
vM=DE*(1,0_EXe(-B*(h3-E)))**2 
WRITE(6,4) VA 




WRITE( 69) AC,Al 
8 rYl 
C 	CALCULATION OF DISTANCES OF ATOM FROM ATOMS IN MOLECULE 
7 R1=Su r<T(A**2+(Y0.5*K3)**2) 
R2SURT(A**2+(Y+0.5*R3)**2) 
C 	CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL BETWEEN ATOM AND MOLECULE 
W,-cITE(6 5) X,1,Rl ,R2,VI 
y=Y+i .0 
IF(Y.GT.YMAA) 3070 6 
GO TO 7 
6 A=IsI.0 
IF(A.GT.AMAA) STOP 




5 FORMAT ( 4F9.2,E14.3) 
9 FORMAT(2F9.l,FI0.3) 
END 
FOR INTEFACTION OF ATOM WITh TRIATUMIC WITH A BENT 
CONFIGURATION "I AND r<2 ARE REPLACED WITh -I 
R1=ST((A-tt3*COS(ANG) )**2+(Y-J-3*SIN(ANG) )**2) 
R 2 = S a R T (A * * 2 + Y * * 2) 
r4=SrkTUA-R3*COS(ANG))**2+(Y+R3*SIN(ANG))**2) 
THE APPtcOPIATE VALUES FOR THE VAnIOUS PARAMErERS ARE 
EDITED INIO FHE PROGRAM AND VI IS REPLACED By: 
V1A*(EAP(A1*nl)+EAP(A1*R2)+EA?(A1*F(4)) 
V2C*(I.0/R1**6+1.0/r2**6+I.U/X'd4**6) 
VI V1 -V2+VM 
114.6 
Gr<A&i-i2 
C 	PtOGrcAM 10 DRAW POTENTIAL CUhVES FUR DIATOMICS. 
INTEGEk*4 P1,NLINE,CH(5) 
I<EAL*d PA,PY,A(26),Y(26) 
DATA CH/'—'.'  
C 	OPEN PLOTTER FILE AND ADD JOB I.D. INFjrMATlON 
CALL OPENGIk(50) 
CALL Di-<STrG( 'M.TRAINEt. CCtEMI6TRY'.20) 
C 	WINDOW AND COORDINATE SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
CALL GrAtEA(0.D0,O.DO.35.D0.35.DUs 'CLIS') 
CALL SCALGi(2. D0.2.DU. 4.DO. 5.D0.U. DO) 
C 	DRAW i—AXIS. ADD TITLE AND NUMBE< IT 
CALL AXISGE<(U.D6,0.D0.'i'.0.5D0.4) 
CALL ANNOGr(0.D0,2. 100,0.0500.0.DU) 
CALL Di6Tr<G('V—AAIS'.6) 
Pt =2 • DO 
DO 1 1=1.5 
PA=-0 • 4DU 
CALL ANNUGN(PA.P —0.05,0 • 0 SDU. U. DO) 
CALL Di<NUt'G(PY,1,2) 
1 Pi=PY-0.5DO 
C 	NUMBER A—AXIS, ADD TITLES AND Dr<Aw 
PA =0 DO 
DU 2 I=1,6 
CALL ANNOQIc(PA,-0. 1DO.O.05D0..O.DO) 
CALL DtNUNG(PA, 1.2) 
2 PA=Px+1.DU 
CALL ANNtJG(3. SDO,—U.3DO.O.0500.O.00) 
CALL DNSTNG('r—AAIS'.6) 
CALL AAISG(7.DU.0.D3. 'A'.1.D0s) 
C 	READ DATA VALUES. 
1-EAD ( 5. 10) (X( I) ,Y(i), I = 1,26) 
10 FOs*1AT(2Dô.2) 	.. 	 - 
C 	DnAW CURVE 
CALL CUNVGt(A,Y, l,26,2.30D0,4.7700.0.02D0.U.02D0. 
*1 .D0.0.DO.p0.DU) 
C 	ADD TIILE OF GkAtj-1 
CALL ANNOGr<(2. D0,2.D0,O.0600.0.DO) 
CALL Dt<SY'1G(22) 
CALL DtST RG( 'POTENTIAL CUt<VE. IODINE '.23) 
C 	COMPLETION OF FILE 
CALL CLOSGH 




C 	PiOGRAN TO EVALUATE 2ND ORDER RATE CONSTANTS AND 
C TO DRAW PLOTS WITH ERROR BARS. 
INTEGER*4 PI,NL1NE,CH(5) 
REAL*S X(30). Y (30) ,Dt(30),L(30) ,SP,SC.PMAX 
REAL*6 CI ,PR,PX,PY,C'1AA,GB,A,C1,FMiN,CN1N 






WRITE( 6. 14) 
READ(5o15) M 
IF(M.EQ.1) GO TO 16 
Pv1IN=PMI N*1 33. 3200 
PMAX=PNAX*133.3200 
16 PR=(PMAX-FMIN)*0.1D0 




CALL DRST<G( 'TRAINER.CHENISTRY'.17) 
CALL GRANEA(O.DU,O.DO,15.D0,15.DO.'INS') 
CALL SCALGR(2.DU.2. DO.SP,SC.O .DO) 
CALL AAISGR(PNIN,FNAS.'A'.PR.lU) 
CALL ANNOGR(0. 5D0*PMAX.CM!N-CI ,FR/1O.DO.0.DO) 
GO TO 17 
CALL DtcSTRG('PRESS.(N.M-2)'.14) 
GO TO 26 
17 CALL DRSTRG( 'PRESS .(TORFC',12) 
26 PAPVIAI( 




CALL AA  SGR(PM IN, CNIN. 'Y ',CI .5) 
CALL ANNOGt(FNlN-PR,ClIN.FRI 10. DO. 90 • DO) 
CALL DnSTrG('1ST OttDER COEFFS.(1/S)'.22) 
PY=C1AA 
DO 3 1=1.6 
CALL ANNOGR(FNIN-PN/1 .2D0,FY,Pt'(/13.DO,O.DO) 
CALL DRNUNG(PY.4.0) 
3 PY=PY-CI 
CALL ANNOGI-<(PF<. CMAA,PR/1 0. DU.0 .00) 
CALL DRSYNG(224) 
CALL DRSTRG( '2ND ORDER RATE CONSTANT '.23) 
WUTE(6. 11) 
tcEAD(5,4) N 
WRITE( 6. 12) 
READ(5.1)  
WRITE( 6. 13) 
READ( 5,5) (DY(I),11,N) 
d FORMAT(IR 'ALL INPUT IN DOUBLE rtECISIUN') 
14 FOi- NAT(1H 'PRESS. IN iORrk(1) Jm N.I-2(2) ') 
15 FJt<NIAT(I1) 
9 FORNAT(ld 'MINIMUM AND NAAINiJN PRESS. VALUES(TORR) ) 
CONT. / 
CONT . / 
10 FOnI4AT(1r{ 'MIN. AND MAA. 16T Oi<DER RATE CUEFF. VALUES') 
11 FOi- NAT(1i-i 'NO. OF POINTS') 
12 FORMAT(li-t 'PRESS. AND COEFF. VALUES') 
13 FORMAT(1H 'RATE COEFF. EhRORS') 
'4 FORMAT( 12) 
1 FOk'tMAT(D9 .3,011 • 1) 
S FORMAT(D9-1) 
6 FOR NAT (20 1 0 • 3) 
7 FORNAT (09. 1 ,Dl1 • 1) 
IF(M.E0.1) GO TO 16  
00 19 11,N 
19 Z (I) =X( I) * 133.3200 
CALL LINESG(L, ts 1,N.0.DO..O.D0, 1 ,Ptc/13.D0) 
GO TO 22 
ld CALL LINESG(A,Y,1,N,0.DU,0.D0,1,PN/13.D0) 





1F(M.E.1) GO TO 24 
CALL PLOTGrt(2sZ(N) ,CY,O.DO,0.DO) 
1=1 
25 CALL PLOTGI<( 1,L(1).Y(I )-DY(I ),0.D0,O.DO) 
CALL  
1=1+1 
IF(I.GT.N) GO TO 20 
GO ro 25 
24 CALL PLOTGR(2,A(N) ,CY,0.D0,0.D(J) 
1=1 
21 CALL PLOTGR( 1,A(I),YCI)0Y(I ),U.00,O.00) 
CALL kLjTGtt(2.AC1 ) ,Y(1 )+Dt(1 ) ,0.DO,0.D0) 
1=1+1 
IF(1 .GT.N) GO TO 20 
GO TO 21 
20 CALL CLOSGi-< 
s -co P 
END 
SUBROUTINE LTMS(A,Y,DY,I,J,L,N,A,GS) 







w RI T E ( 6. 6) 
rtEAO(3,4) TEMP 
13 SASX-1-A(IK) 
St 51 +Y (K) 
SAY SAY+A(K)*Y (K) 
5A2=5A2+A(IK)**2 
SOY = SD 1+Di' ( K) 
tK=eK+1 
CO r • / 
CLINT. / 
IF(K.LE.N) GO TO 10 




sB=S/SORT C SA2- (5c/AN) *5X) 













6 Fot<MAT(1H 'TEMP. AT WHICH EAPTS. WERE CARRIED OUT') 
8 FORt'IAT(1H '2ND ORDER RATE CONSTANT(CC.1/MOLECULE.1/6) 1 ) 
9 FORMAT (1 H ERROX IN CONSTANT( + j -) ') 
12 FORMAT(1H 'INTERCEPT(l/S)') 
11 FORMAT C  H 'ERROR IN I NTERCEPT C + U< -) ) 
RET U N 
END 
LGRAPH 
C 	PROGRAM TO EVALUATE SECOND OiDER KATE CONSTANTS 
C AND TO DRAW PLOTS (SCALING OF PLOT INCORPORATED). 
DIMENSION A(30L.t(30) 
DATA ICODE/244/ 
W R IT E (6. 3) 
READ(5.2) N 
WRITE( 6, 4) 
2 FORMAT(12) 	 -- 
READ( 5. 1)  
1 FORMAT(F5.3,F7.1) 
3 FOR MAT (1 H 'NO OF P0! NTS ') 
4 FORMAT(1H 'INPUT PRESS. AND 16T Oi- DEx COEFF. VALUES') 
wRITE(6, 5) 
5 FORMATC1H 'PRESS. IN TORr(1) Ors N.M -2(2)') 
6 FOi- MAT(I1) 
READ(5,6) N 
IF(N.Ea.1) GO TO 7 
DO S I=1,N 
d AC I) ic( I) * 133 • 32 




IF(M.E0.1) GO TO 9 
CALL  
GO TO 10 




10 CALL AXIS(0.sO..'lST ORDER COEFFS.(1/S)'.22. 
*5...90.,Y(N+1).Y(N+2) 
CALL LINE(X.Y.N. 1,-i .244) 
CALL PLOT(15.s0.'999) 
IF(M.EO.1) GO TO 11 
DO 12 I=1,N 
12 X(I)=A(I)/133.32 











WRI TE( 6.6) 
READ(5.4) TEMP 





























6 FORMAT( 1H 'TEMP. AT WHICH EAPTS. WERE CARRIED OUT') 
7 FORMAT(1H 'INPUT 1ST ORDER COEFF. ERRORS') 
8 FORMAT( Id '2N0 ORDER RATE CONSTANT(CC. 1/MOLECULE. uS) ') 
9 FORMAT (iN 'ERnOR IN CONSTANT( ± O -) ) 
12 FORMAT( 1H 'INTERCEPT(I/S)') 




SELF-REVERSAL OF LINE EMISSION FROM ATOMIC LAMPS 
The phenomenon of self-reversal is important in atomic lamps 
and has been studied extensively. 1 When light is emitted from 
the discharge zone in the lamp it has to travel to the reaction 
cell. 	During this. passage it is subject to absorption as there 
are in its path atoms of the same kind which cause emission. 
Thus the light observed outside the lamp is weakened. 	Different 
spectral: lines may be weakened to a different extent and within a 
single spectrum line the absorption varies markedly as a function 
of the wavelength. 	This phenomenon in the light source itself is 
known as self-absorption. 	Self-reversal is an extreme case of 
self-absorption where the absorption at the centre of the spectrum 
line is much stronger than on the sides. 	This can greatly reduce 
the efficiency of the resonance absorption system. 
An intensive theoretical study of self-reversal is beyond 
the scope of this study however some attempt has been made to 
simulate the behaviour of a spectral line under different 
conditions. 	A computer program, LINE (see Appendix II) was used 
to generate profiles of lines in different states of self-
absorption. 
For a spectral line with frequency 'J at the centre, which 
travels with velocity c in the x-direction the intensity of the 
line at a specific wavelength .V is determined by the expression 
I() = I 0P() exP [_ p()J 	 (A3.1) 
where 16 is the total intensity of the spectral line for no 
-152— 
absorption and the quantityf is regarded as a function of the 
total amount of absorbing vapour that the light traverses and 
therefore increases with vapour density. 	P(y) is a function 
giving the frequency distribution of the emitted energy. 	Two 
functions are important in the study of self-absorption:- 
The natural resonance form which can be expressed as 
P(V) = 	/TI / [( v _vo ) 2 + 	 (A3.2) 
where S = natural half-width of the spectral line and is a 
constant. 
The Doppler distribution, expressed as 
2(V) 	(1n2 /62)3r1 exPL_ (V 
_vO)J 	(A3.3) 
where with thermal equilibrium the half-width at half the maximum 
amplitude is 
6 = [ln2 (2kT/mc2 	 (A3.4) 
where 	= Boltzmann constant 
T = temperature 
m = mass of atom 
c = speed of light. 
Using the resonance distribution in equation (A3.1) a series 
of line profiles were generated by varying the parameter and 
the results are shown in figure A3.1. 	The shape of a line with- 
out absorption occurs at 10 = 0. 	For,p > 1.0 a dip in the centre 
is clearly seen and this no doubt indicates self-reversal. 
Mathematical models of self-reversal systems have been 
presented by Kaufmann and Parkes2 and by Braun and Carrington.3 
0 




IN) = Io.P(-).expt-,.o-P(V)/P(t I 
Resonance 
Form. () 	(6/ri) / [( V-Vs 
)1 	SI) 
P(v) r value of P(v) whn v = v 0 . 
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APPENDIX IV 	 / 
CONSTRUCTION OF 10 POTENTIAL CURVES 
The potential curves shown in section 4.2 were accurately 
constructed using a method presented by Steele and Lippincott. 1 
It is essential to have accurate potential curves as they are of 
considerable value for the understanding of kinetic mechanisms, 
spectral phenomena, etc. 
The potential energy is defined by the expression 
11(r) = D1 - exp[_(nr2 / 2r ]) 3 	(Ak.l) 
41 - a(b2n / 2r)-a.r exp[_(b2n / 2re ) 3ArJ3 
The second term describes the Van der Waal's energies of inter-
action at large values of r. 
De = dissociation energy 
re = equilibrium value of the interatomic distance 
= re - r 
b = 1.065± 0.03 and is constant for all states of all 
molecules except H2 which has the value of 1.16. 
It has been shown that the term a is periodic within the 
periodic table for homonuclear diatomics (see tableA!1.1)iand  can 
be determined from the expression 
a= °ee / 632) / (1 + k'°ee / 632)) 	 (A4.2) 
where the rotational and vibrational constants are as defined by 
Herzberg. 2 
For heteronuclear diatomics the a value can be calculated by 
taking the mean value of a for each constituent atom (except for 
hydrides were a(H) = 0.376 
a(I 2 ) + a(02 ) 
CIO) = 	2 	
= 0.615 	 (A4.3) 
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Table A4.1 Values for the a parameter for hoinonuclear diatomics 









C2 N2 °2 F2 
0.515 0.535 0.555 0.575 0.595 
Si2 	P2 S Cl2 
0.555 	0.575 0.595 0.615 




To determine a.values for excited states the expression 
* 	
. 	 (A4.4) 
a = ' t 	
_ 
( x) r(x) 
where c., r* are W e 
 and re of the excited state and c.(x), r(x) 
and a(x) are We  re and a values of the ground state. 	For the 
excited state of 10, a= 0.656. 
The term n in expression (Ak.l) is defined by 
n = kr / D 	 (A4.5) 
where k 	 = force constant. 
Table A4.2 shows a periodic table of n. values and these are 
considered as a characteristic property of each homonuclear 
diatomic containing a specific element.3 
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Table A4,2 Values for the parameter n for homonuclear diatomics 
of specific elements in the periodic table. 
H 
5.57 
C N 0 F 
12.8 15.9 17.3 22.2 
Si P S Cl 
9.0 13.0 13.3 16.3 
Ge As Se Br 
9.5 13.5 13.6 17.6 
Sn Sb Te I 
10.0 15.7 16.0 18.4 
Pb 
10.0 
The n value for a heteronuclear molecule can be determined from 
the square root of the product of the n values of the atoms in 
the diatonic, 
11:0 = ( n1n0 ) = 17.8 
	
(A4.6) 
A computer program, MORSEl (see Appendix II) was written incorpo-
rating expression (A4.1) for calculation of potential energy values. 
The output data was shown graphically using computer program 
GRAPH1. 
To check that the program was accurate, potential energy values 
were calculated for I2 (xz) and compared against observed values. 
Agreement was good (0.2% discrepancy for large values of r in the 
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attractive region and up to 3% discrepancy for small values of r 
in the repulsive region). 	Hence 10 potential curves were 
constructed using the parameter values given in table A4.3 
Table A4.3 Parameter values for 10 potential curve construction)' 4 
Electronic De re a b n1 n0 T  
State (eV) (A) (eV) 
IO(x2 rr . ) 1.9 1.868 0.615 1.065 18.4 17.3 0 
Io(A2nj) 1.2 2.072 0.656 1.065 18.4 17.3 2.6 
THE EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON THE POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVE 
For the rotating 10 molecule the potential energy is increased 
by a quantity equal to the kinetic energy of the rotation  
K.E. of rotation = 	Ii (A4.7) 
872 cj.I 
r 2 J(J+l) 
where h = Planck's constant 
c = velocity of light 
= reduced mass cho = 14.209) 
J = rotational quantum number. 
If V0 (r) is the potential energy of the non-rotating molecule, 
then the potential energy of the rotating molecule is 
V(r) = V(r) + h J(J+l) 
 8TT2c 2 ,pr 
(A4.8) 
The potential curves showing rotational effects (figure A4.1) 












v-Ax's 	 PrJTFNT [RI CiiPVFS TO 
P-AxIS (1) 
L 	Figure A4.1 Potential curves of the ground state 10 molecule 
showing rotational effects. 
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which used the Lippincott function and incorporated expression 
(A4.8) to account for the rotation. 
REDUCED POTENTIAL CURVES/' 
Since it was desirable to compare the potential energy curves 
for Ia, BrO and ClO the concept of the Reduced Potential Curve 
(RPC) was considered. 	This makes possible a comparative study of 
the potential curves of various diatomics in a single scheme. 
The method adopted here to construct RPCs was that presented by 
Jen-C and Pliva. 5 The reduced potential energy is defined as 
u '= V(r) / D 	 (A4.9) 
and the reduced internuclear distance by 
/0 i 
r - [1 - exp(-r 
= re - 	- exp(-r /f 
re - (RDe / it e 
1 - exp(-r5 "/°J 
(A4. 10) 
(Ak.11) 
K = 3.96 for all molecules and it =Pe2 
	
The reduced quantities 
are dimensionless and for each diatomic the minimum occurs at 
p = 1 and the dissociation limit at ii = 1. 	The Parameter/o1 
takes account of the repulsive effect of the electrons and must 
be evaluated for each diatomic. 
The Hulbert-Hirschfelder function  was chosen as a basis for 
the reduced potential curves 
V0(r) = De F(1 - exp(-x)) 2  + cx3 (l + x) 
(Ii 	 r-.••r .e e 
where x = 2(BD) 7 	re 
 
c = 1 + a1 (De 	0 )
-i / a  




b=2- (j- Da /a )/ c 	 (A4.15) e2 	o 
a0 = e2 / 4B 	 (A4.16) 
a1 = -1 - ee / 6Be2 	 (A4.17) 
a2 = 5a12 / 1+ - 2 e0e  / 3B 	 (A4.18) 
Expression (A4.12 ) was combined with (A4.9) and (Ak.lO) in a 
computer program, RED (see Appendic II) which evaluated the RPCs 
for chosen diatomics. 	To check the accuracy of the program the 
RPCs for 1.3 Cl.,Br2 and H2 were determined and compared against 
those evaluated from Rydberg - Klein curves .k The latter are 
calculated directly from experimental data. 	Good agreement was 
obtained (0.6% discrepancy in the repulsive region at small 
reduced interatomic distance values and up to l.Lj.% discrepancy at 
large reduced interatomic distance values). 
Figure A4.2 shows the RPCs for 10, BrO, ClO and SO. 	Figures 
A4.3 and A1+.4 show these curves in the expanded regions , o= 0.5 - 
0.7 and ,,c = 2.0 - 3.0 respectively. 	Table A4.4 gives the 
spectroscopic data used to evaluate these RPCs. 	The ,io 	values 
were calculated from equation (Ak.11) using an iterative method. 
From figure A4. 2  it is seen that the RPCs for 10, BrO and 
010 are very similar and this is in agreement with the observation 
that groups of closely related diatomic molecules have similar 
RPCs. 5 However if 10 (group VII for I) is compared with SO 
(group VI for 5) there is a very great difference in the shape of 
the RPC at higher values oip. Presumably SO would be similar 
to 02  and SeQ. 	Comparison of 10 with 12  shows a very close 
similarity of PPCs as does I with Cl 2 and Br2 . 	So the halogen 
atom seems to dominate and determine the characteristics of the 10, 
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REDUCED INTERATOMIC DISTANCE 
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Figure AL.L Reduced potential curves in the attractive region. 
Figure A4.3  Reduced potential curves in the repulsive region. 
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Table A4.4 Spectroscopic parameters for reduced potential curve 
evaluation. 
Parameter 
10a C10  clod BrOC so a 
D 	(eV) 1.9 1.9 2.75 2.2 5.22 
14.209 11.026 10.975 13.332 10.665 
w(cm 1) 687 780 854 713 1124 e 
'e<e 	(cm) 5 
9.92 5.5 7 6.12 
Be (cm) 0.3389 0.622 0.6234 0.4282 0.7089 
°<e 	(crzx) 
0.00271 0.00891 0.00364 0.00469 0.00562 
r e  (A) 1.'8679 1.571 1.7172 1.72 1.4933 
2.3374 1.6132 1.422 1.8131 1.152 
(References for table A4.4, a 	2,4,7 ;,b :- 2,40 ; c 	2,4 9 9 
d :- 10). 
ClO and BrO molecules' potential curves. 	The similarity of the 
RPCs of a group of molecules is equivalent to the conclusion that 
the bonding is essentially the same for all these molecules. 
When comparing the SO reduced potential curve with those for 
10, BrO and dO, it is seen that in the halogen oxides the curves 
show a decrease in reduced potential energy in the attractive 
region. 	This effect has previously been observed 7 for other groups 
of diatomics and is due to the higher atomic number of the group 
VII atoms in the halogen oxides. 	For:thegreater atomic number 
of the halogen atoms in the halogen oxides, the reduced attractive 
force decreases for r .re  (see figure A4.4) and the reduced 
repulsive force increases for r 	re  (see figure A4.3). 
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Within the halogen oxide group it is seen that for 10 and BrO 
the RPCs are very close and •a discrepancy was obseved in the RPC 
for 010 in the attractive region. 	The curve lay too far to the 
right. 	Discrepancies have also been observed for the ground state 
012 reduced potential curve and errors in spectroscopic parameters 
have been suggested for this effect. 	However new spectroscopic 
data became available for C10 
10  and was used to construct a new 
RPC which was found to lie in the predicted region, suggesting that 
this spectroscopic data is correct. 
The reduced potential curves have therefore been useful in 
showing differences between diatomic.t groups and in detecting errors 
in spectroscopic data. 
INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS 
In the formation of a complex in an interaction, binding 
energies are important. 	Lennard-Jones potentials have been used 
to calculate binding energies due to dispersion forces for complexes 
involved in atom and radical recombination reactions. 
12  Also a 
correlation has been established between the intermolecular potential 
well depth and the probability for quenching of excited molecules. 13 
To investigate the intermolecular potentials a computer program 
INPOT (see Appendix II) was written and gives a choice of a Lennard-
Jones, a Buckingham-Corner or a Modified Buckingham potential. 14 
In a study involving a neon atom and an excited iodine molecule, 
I2 (B1T), the interatomic 1 2 * potential was represented by a 
Morse potential and the potential between each of the iodine atoms 
in the 12 and the Ne atom was given by a Modified Buckingham potential. 15 
A computer program POTEN2 (see Appendix II) was written to model this 
system and may be modified for I atom - quenching molecule systems. 
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TIME-RESOLVED RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE STUDY OF 
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• 	Summary 
Quenching of electronically excited iodine atoms I(52P112) by 11CM, 
NH3  and OCS has been studied at 295 K using time-resolved resonance 
- fluorescence. The quenching efficiency for NH 3  is shown to be relatively 
high (k(NH 3 ) = ( 2.1 ± 0.2) X10 3 cm 3  molecule C') and it is suggested that 
quenching occurs via near-resonant electronic to vibration-rotation (E-VR) 
• 	energy transfer. Quenching by OCS.and HCN is less efficient owing to the 
absence of near-resonant E-VR channels (k(HCN) = (6.8 :t 0?7) X io'; 
k(OCS) = (1.6 ± 0.1) X io' cm3  molecule' CI). The use of NH 3 , HCN and 
OCS in F-yR transfer lasers is discussed briefly. 
1. Introduction 
Recent reports that electronic to vibration-rotation (E-VR) energy 
• 	transfer can be utilized to pump semi-tunable JR lasers has aroused consider. 
• able interest in this area of energy transfer. Petersen et al. [1] have shown 
that the quenching of electronically excited bromine atoms Br(4 2P112) by 
a number of molecules, including CO 2 . HCN, H0, N 20 and C211 2 , leads to 
mode-selective excitation and provides a method for down conversion of 
laser frequencies in the JR region. 
E-VR transfer is also known to be efficient [2 - 41 for 1(5 21)1 , 2) and it 
has been shown that quenching by .11 20 leads to selective excitation of two 
stretching quanta with high (near 1007o) efficiency 14). Although quenching 
efficiencies for I(5 2P,, 2) are generally lower than for Br(4 2P,12), and thus the 
possibility of intermolecular energy transfer between the quenching mole-
cules higher, it is still expected that F-yR transfer from I(5 2P, 12) will provide 
a further means of pumping JR molecular lasers [4]. It is therefore of 
interest to study quenching of 1(5 21)112) by molecules such as NH 3 , 11CM and 




be of interest as they are known to give laser action following E-VR transfer 
from Br(4 2P112). 
In the present work we use time-resolved resonance fluorescence [5] 
to determine total quenching cross sections. We have shown elsewhere [5] 
that this is a sensitive and precise technique for studying total cross sections, 
and that the results can provide considerable insight into quenching mecha-
nisms. 
Experimental 
The experimental arrangement for time-resolved resonance fluores-
cence has been described in detail previously [5]. It is a relatively simple 
technique but provides data of higher precision and greater reliability than 
most other techniques. Flash energies of typically 50 J can be used to 
produce the excited atoms, which in the present study were derived from the 
photolysis of C 3F71. Resonance fluorescence was produced following excita-
tion (A = 206. 2 nm) of I(5 2P112) to the 5p46s( 2P312 ) level by means of a 
microwave-powered atomic lamp. A solar-blind photomultiplier was used to 
monitor the fluorescence as a function of time after the photolysis pulse. 
We have previously used a conventional photomültiplier, sensitive in the 
• 	 visible and UV regions, to monitor the resonance fluorescence but find that 
the use of a solar-blind photomultiplier helps to reduce the initial 
disturbance due to scattered light from the photolysis flash. The output 
from the photomultiplier was fed to a fast analogue-to-digital converter. 
(Datalab DL905) which was interfaced to a signal avenger (Datalab 
DL4000). 
Signal averaging of four to eight shots was used to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio which was slightly degraded owing to absorption of the atomic 
resonance radiation by the quenching molecules, but was not strictly neces-
sary. The contents of the memory of the signal averager could be inspected 
on a visual display and transferred to punched tape for computer proces-
sing. 
2.1. Reagents 
C3F7I (Pierce Chemical Company) and OCS '(Matheson) were 
thoroughly degassed and distilled under vacuum; NH 3 (BOC anhydrous) 
was dried over sodium and thoroughly dégassed; HCN was prepared by 
standard methods and distilled under vacuum. The purity of all the reagents 
- 
	
	 was checked by JR and mass spectrometric analysis; no significant level 
of impurity was found. 
Results 	 .. 	 - 
- 	 . 	The quenching of I(5'j12) was studied under pseudo first order kinetic 








Fig. 1. Quenching of 1(5 2P) by NH3 and OCS. Plot of first order rate coefficients k 
against pressure: F(C3F71) = 250 N nf 2 ; P(tota1)r 3.3 kNnf2 . 
TABLE 1 
Second order quenching data for 1(2w) at 295 K 
Quenching gas 	Second order rate constant 
- (cm3 molecule1 171) 
NH3 	- 	 (2.1 ± 0.2) x 
10713 
HeN (6.8 ± 0.7) x 
OCS 	 (1.6± 0.1) x 10_14  
OCS (abs. tech.)' 	(2.6 ± 0.3) x 
10714 
'Result obtained using time-resolved absorption 
spectrophotornetry (see text). 
magnitude greater than that of the excited atom. Simple exponential decays 
were observed in all experimental runs in accordance with the expected 
first order kinetics. First order decay coefficients k' derived from such 
experiments, which were conducted over a range of quenching gas pressures, 
are shown in Fig. 1 for OCS and NH 3 . The second order rate constants 
derived from such plots are given in Table 1. 
An earlier result for OCS determined by time-resolved absorption 
techniques is also given. It can be seen that the result from time-resolved 
absorption is significantly larger than that determined here using resonance 
fluorescence. We have previously compared a range of data obtained by the 
two techniques [6] and have shown that, where the quenching molecule 
absorbs in the UV and is photolysed, care is needed in deriving data with 
the absorption technique. It appears that some atomic and free radical 
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species produced by the flash have high quenching efficiencies and can thus 
influence the decay kinetics of the excited atom. Such effects are minimized 
with the resonance fluorescence technique owing to the lower degree of 
photolysis employed. In the present work we have demonstrated that the 
• 	 effects of photolysis products are entirely negligible by repeating fluores. 
• cence decay measurements over a range of flash energies (typically 40 - 100 
• • 	 J)t. No significant change in the decay kinetics could be detected for any 
of the gases studied. It was also found that using the time-resolved fluores-
cence technique a given mixture could be flashed ten or more times without 
any significant change in the decay kinetics. This is seldom the case when 
absorption techniques are used. 
4. Discussion 
Of the quenching molecules studied here, NH 3 is potentially the most 
interesting. The relatively high quenching efficiency for this molecule 
suggests that it may prove useful in E--VR transfer laser systems pumped by 
iodine atoms. Development of efficient E—VR transfer lasers requires in 
general that the rate of transfer to the quenching molecule be more rapid 
than the rate of intermolecular transfer between quenching molecules. While 
exceptions to this principle can be envisaged (e.g. where a particular vibra-
tional level acts as a "bottleneck" and possesses an appropriate optical 
transition), it is generally expected that intermolecular or intramolecular 
relaxation will reduce the efficiency of E—VR laser systems. The low quench-
ing efficiencies for OCS and HCN thus render them less likely candidates for 
laser use. 
We next consider each quehching molecule in turn and try to identify 
the most likely energy transfer channels involved for the quenching of 
I(52P112) atoms. 
4.1. Quenching by NH3 
There are several near-resonant channels available, involving the excita- 
tion of 2v3 + it2, for quenching of (''112)  by NH3 , namely 
I(52P112) + NH 3(0000) 	' I(5 2P31 ) + NH3(0120) 
The lB. spectrum of NH 3 in the 1.3 pm region has been studied under 
medium resolution [7) and it is clear that the 2p 3 +v 2 band possesses an 
appreciable transition moment. A high resolution study and analysis of the 
1.3 pm band would allow a more detailed discussion of the energy transfer 
channels involved; however, at the present time we simply note that there 
are three transitions which lie within 30 cnf' for resonance with the iodine 
atom transition (7603.15 cm:`). One line in the NH 3  spectrum lies at almost 
'Only a small fraction of the light output from the flash is actually absorbed by the 
reagents in the fluorescence cell as the flash lamp is spaced about 30 cm from the cell. 
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RCt resonance (7602.8 cm') with the iodine transition. We would there-
fore expect fairly efficient E-VR transfer to occur via coupling between the 
quadrupole transition moment of the iodine atom and the electric dipole 
transition moment of NH 3 . 
4.2. Quenching by JIGN 
There are no near-resonant channels available for quenching of 1 ( 	2) 
by HCN; the closest transition would involve the excitation of the combina-
tion 2v1 + p3 which is about 200 cm-1 off resonance and appears to be very 
weak as it is not listed by Herzberg [8] . Similar considerations apply to the 
excitation of the combination 2u 3 + p2 which is about 370 cm-1 off reso-
nance. The next higher transitions, involving three quanta, are the combina-
tions 2i'3 + v1 (8586 cm-') and 3p3 (9627 cm'); both of these transitions 
have been observed in absorption but are endothermic and well off reso-
nance 
Combinations involving four or more quanta can be found [8] which 
provide resonant E-VR transfer channels but they will have very low transi-
tion moments and will therefore be inefficient. 
Quenching by HCN can be compared with HO where again the excita-
tion of three quanta is required and the absence of near-resonant channels 
leads to  low quenching rate constant [ 3 ] (k(HCI) = 1.5 X 10•" cm' mole-
cule' C1 ). The quenching mechanism proposed for HG! involves the 
crossing of potential energy surfaces and it seems likely that quenching by 
HCN proceeds by the same mechanism. 
4.3. Quçnching by OCS 
Quenching of l(52P11 2) via an E-VR mechanism would require the 
excitation of four or more vibrational quanta. We would therefore expect 
the quenching efficiency to be significantly lower than for the other mole-
cules considered here, as is indeed observed. An even lower efficiency is 
- observed [9] for quenching of I(5 2P112) by CO 2 (k(CO 2) = 1.3 X icr16 
cm  molecule' C'). This contrasts with the situation for Br(4P, 12) with CO 2 
where the presence of near-resonant E-VR channels involving excitation of 
two quanta leads to a high quenching efficiency [10): 
Br(4 2P112) + CO 2(000) 	Br(4P3 ,,2) + CO 2(101) —30 cm' 
k = (1.6 ± 0.1) X 10h1  cm3 molecule 1 s' - 
These data clearly reveal the rapid decline in efficiency for resonant 
E-VR transfer with increasing number of quanta excited in the exchange 
process. 
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000 	 GENERAL DISCUSSION 
to give information on the collision dynamics. In the case of triatomic molecules, 
in particular, one is able to distinguish between in-plane and out-of-plane collision 
geometries. 
An example for such a system is the ion—molecule reaction 
1 -It 4- 142 - Ht -4- H 
or which experiments have been performed by measuring the infrared cheinolumines- 
cenee of the I -It product. The reaction took place in a large vessel filled with low 
pressure 1 -1 2  (5 x 10 Tori), where H 42 -reagents were produced by electron impact, 
and subsequently reacted with the unionized H 2-gas. Infrared emission was measured 
in the 2.5-5.5 pm region with the use of a high throughput double monochroniator' 
specially built for this experimeilt. So far the spectroscopy of the Ht  system is not 
yet completely known, as this is the first time such ion spectra have been recorded. 
However, with the help of ab in/ho calculations 2 one can reach at least qualitative 
conclusions, which show a non statistical behaviour of the appropriate distributions. 
Particularly one can conclude that the 3rd vibrational level of the asymmetric stretch 
mode is considerably populated, and the rotational distribution of the Ht shows 
maxima for levels with J & K, indicating that the rotation is mainly about the axis 
perpendicular to the molecular plane. This is in agreement with trajectory studies 
on the same system,' and would lead to the conclusion that the reaction predominantly 
proceeds i/a an ill-plane collision encounter. 
Dr. A l. Martin, Mr. Al. Trainer and Dr. U. J. Donovan (Edinburgh) (conzn;unieated) 
We would like to mention some recent results which support the findings of Baughcum 
ci aL concerning the low yield of FIBr from the reaction of Br(*P+) with 1-1,5. In a 
wide range of studies involving 1(5P) interacting with hydrides (e.g., CD 3CN, 
C6 1-1,CH. CH 3CHO, çH 5CHO) for which exothermic chemical reaction to produce 
HI is thermodynamically favoured, we find that the dominant removal process is 
physical quenching. 
The fact that the electronic excitation energy in these systems cannot be used 
efficiently for reaction is not in fact surprising as a non-adiabatic transition from the 
excited entrance channel hypersurface to the ground state exit channel surface is 
required before the hydrogen halide product can be formed. Thus adiabatic correla-
tion rules provide a good guide to the branching into product channels for these, and 
many other systems.' 
We would emphasisc that where adiabatic reaction on an excited hypersurface is 
possible. reaction proceeds efficiently. Exnniplcs of this behaviour are given by 
•Baughcum et al. for reaction of Br(4'P.) ar,2 l(5 - P) with halogens and interhalogcns. 
Further examples are provided by the reactions of F(22P4 ) and CI(3 2P4) with hydrogen 
halides where the thermal population of the :p state. .t 300 K, is sufficient to give 
rise to substantial yields of the excited halogen atom prodLict via the adiabatic channel, 5 
± HY --- HX ± Y( 2&). 
Dr. J. Wanner (Munich) said: In this Discussion C!-,7.e and McDermid reported 
on an improved method for the determination of bond dissociation energies of the 
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